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First Selections
in the %nimals"
Assignment
F

irst, w e should t h a n k all those
w h o s e n t i n views for t h e
"Urban Detail" assignment. T h e
variety was encouraging, even if
t h e response didn't exactly threaten t o rupture t h e mail box. T h e
initial entries i n t h e "Animals"
assignment have started t o arrive,
a n d t h e views seen here are t h e
first t o b e chosen for publication.
We h o p e these will inspire m o r e
people t o send i n their best o r
most unusual slide o r print views
of animals.
By this we m e a n any life form
other t h a n plants o r h u m a n s .
Wild, domestic, fuzzy, slimy,
endangered, microscopic, flying,
biting, burrowing, slobbering o r
sleeping animals are eligible.
Selected for publication will b e
those images using stereo i n a way
which best reveals s o m e aspect of
t h e creature pictured. Deadline for
t h e "Animals" assignment is September 15, 1992.
--.I.
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"Untitled Turtle" by Brian Loube of New York, NY gives us an intimate portrait of a creature
quite likely older than the photographer or any of those viewing this image. Stereo Realist,
Ektachrome 100.

The Rules:
As space allows (and depending on
the response) judges will select for
publication in each issue the two or
three best views submitted by press
N
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"Squirrel" by Alan Sidwar of State College, PA demonstrates how appealing a stereo close-up
can be, even when a deep background requires that one's attention not stray far from the center
of interest. This squirrel on the Penn State campus in University Park, PA actually crawled up
Alan!r leg before running to the bushes and posing, acquiring the snowy nose and whiskers on
the way. Kodak Stereo camera, winter 1989, Fujichrome 50.

time. Rather than tag images as first,
second or third place winners, the idea
will be to present as many good stereographs as possible from among those
submitted.
Prizes are limited to the worldwide
fame and glory resulting from the publication of your work. Anyone and any
image in any print or slide format is
eligible. (Keep in mind that images will
be reproduced in black and white.)
Include all relevant caption material
and technical data as well as your
name and address. Each entrant may
submit up to 6 images per assignment.
Any stereographer, amateur or professional, is eligible. Stereos which
have won Stereoscopic Society or PSA
competitions are equally eligible, but
please try to send views made within
the past eight years. All views will be
returned within 6 to 12 weeks, but
Stereo World and the NSA assume no
responsibility for the safety of photographs. Please include return postage
with entries. Submission of an image
constitutes permission for its one-use
reproduction in Stereo World. All other
rights are retained by the photographer.
Send all entries directly to:
ASSIGNMENT 3-D, 5610 SE 71st,
Portland, OR 97206. m
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The model 1050 Custom stereo camera was
the prestige model of the Realist line. Introduced in late 1959, it contained elaborate
features and exotic materials not found on
other stereo cameras, but some confusion
exists today in the identification of this model. For details o n the history of the Custom
and its m a n y unique features, see "The Realist Custom" b y Mark A. Willke on page 14.
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sists of 107 installments of technical data and stereo photography
tips with a table of contents and a
glossary. This often overlooked
source is $15.00 including postage
in the U.S. from Charles Piper,
26810 Fond Du Lac Road, Rancho
Palos Verdes, CA 90274.

Researching Realist
ne of the areas of coverage
often requested by Stereo
0
World readers involves the history,
design, use and maintenance of
the stereo cameras of the 1950s.
But for some reason, even the
most active researchers and writers
have hesitated to tackle the subject
in any detail for some time now.
Maybe it's just more interesting to
write about much newer or much
older equipment, or maybe people
are intimidated by the sheer volume of material on these cameras
written when they were current
and now in need of detailed
review and updating.
In any case, a wealth of information interesting to both collectors
and users (going far beyond the
few recent books or articles in club
journals) waits to be assembled.
For some cameras, viewers or projectors, the original manufacturers
remain in business in one form or
another and the designers of the
equipment are alive and happy to
talk about their work.
This issue's feature on the Realist
Custom by Mark Willke shows
what's possible when the desire
and opportunity for serious
research into such equipment
exists. With the help of Realist
expert Ron Zakowski, the story of
the very collectible and often
misidentified Custom is explained
and illustrated with the rare clarity
and detail that Stereo World can
provide. While this article deals
with one particular model actually
marketed in the 1960s, similar
research could look into historical
and technical details of the Kodak,
Revere, TDC, or other cameras of
the 50s. All that's needed are interested contributors willing to make
the contacts and do the research.
In the meantime, technical
information on a variety of stereo
cameras and related equipment
can be found in the "Technical
Pages" by Charles Piper. Collected
from several years worth of his column the Stereo Club of Southern
California's 3 - 0 News, the set con2
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An In-Depth Look at
Some Rare Flat Views

I

Completely flat views with identical prints on the left and right
sides of the card are usually due to
a mistake in mounting. Sometimes
flat views are slipped into sets of
otherwise 3-D pictures to provide a
needed image. Such views are
sometimes included in S W articles
when no other examples are available or if needed for continuity.
But the views illustrating the article by Lee Laney on the Italian
Hall disaster of 1913 are all totally
flat, repeated pairs of photos. The
fact that this whole set of dramatic, lithographed photos were presented in the stereo format makes
them a legitimate subject of interest, their flatness itself being a part
of the story.
When a Christmas party held by
striking miners was interrupted by
what many heard as a shout of
"fire", the ensuing panic trapped
and killed 73 people at the bottom
of a stairway. The union accused
"company thugs" of plotting the
disaster, but an inquest and later
congressional investigation could
find n o evidence to support the
charges - verdicts which probably
didn't surprise union members.
We will probably never know
exactly what happened. One alternative theory is that someone not
hired by the companies, but
inflamed by anti-union sentiments
(perhaps a child of some militant
Citizens' Alliance member, envious
of those at the party) simple stuck
their head in the door, yelled
"fire", and ran off - learning of the
disastrous results only later. Even if
this possibility had occurred to the
grieving strikers, the mere presence
of hated company agents in the

area probably made it impossible
to even think of blaming anyone
else.
The emotional need to see some
purpose in the deaths of 73 innocent people was combined with
the union's need to publicize the
plight of the strikers. Regarded
then as the most dramatic medium
of visual communication available,
stereo cards were chosen to share
William Nara's flat photos of the
disaster, as if the emotional intensity surrounding the event would,
by itself, add a third dimension to
the images.
Whether seen as an organizing
tool or historical documentation,
this unique set represents one of
the most unusual and little known
uses ever made of the classic stereo
format.

Insert in the Spotlight
Some members found the Spotlight Auction insert in the Jan./
Feb. issue to be sexist and inappropriate in the headline and nude
photo it used to encourage auction
consignments. In one specific
regard I count myself among them
and would have rejected that particular treatment if it had been
submitted for inclusion in the
pages of Stereo World itself. Inserts,
however, are handled by the commercial mailing firm in Ohio
responsible for stuffing the
envelopes. The extent of scrutiny
inserts get is often limited to confirmation that they have arrived in
time for delivery to the mailing
service for inclusion in the intended issue, which is often a close
matter.
In my opinion, the question of
nudity is not the central issue.
Nude views have appeared in Stereo
World in the past and no doubt
will in the future. Neither is it a
question of the nature of the pose,
which is less explicit than many
images to be seen even on broadcast TV. (The photo, we are told, is
of a pair of streakers taken about a
decade ago.) In fact, if it was a
stereograph, and part of a feature
(Continued on next page)

Juggling Pairs

I

recently had published seven
stereo photographs in the Winter
1991-92 edition of Jugglers World,
the magazine of the International
Jugglers Association. Six pairs are
presented as a one-page spread
with an explanation of free-viewing and technical details appearing
on the facing page. The seventh
photo appears at the top of the
contents page.
The photos were taken with a
Pentax KlOOO fitted with the Pentax splitter and a Vivitar flash unit.
The reproductions in the magazine

are deliberately small enough that
first-time free-viewers seem to have
little trouble seeing them and the
stereo information remains quite
distinct.
The photographs were taken
during the July 1991 Festival of the
International Jugglers Association
held in St. Louis, Missouri and
include one shot of guest-of-honor
Sergei Ignatov, one of the world's
foremost jugglers, juggling eight
rings before an appreciative audience.
Duane Starcher
St. John's, Newfoundland

Editor's View

How about occasionally printing
stereo pairs for cross-eyed viewing
on the front and back covers of
Stereo World? Such views would be
good practice, and a reminder that
one can in fact view large pairs. I
would also like to see more on
viewing large overlunder pairs,
and more modern views.
David Amundson
Dudley, PA
Some paired covers were tried a few
years ago to mixed reviews. We have not
ruled out more in the future, but large
pairs could probably be presented more
easily in the centerfold when space allows.
There, the septum line could be smaller
and the images could fill the entire two
pages.
-Ed.

Peripheral Reality

(Continued from previous page)

on the streaking fad among both
sexes in the 1970s, the same image
would be among those considered
for reproduction in a Stereo World
article.
The problem with the auction
insert was in the way it used the
image in question. The bodies of
the two young women became
simply the punch line in a visual
pun designed to promote a fundraising event. As worthwhile as the
event itself is, the treatment gave
the insert just enough of an element of sexism to outrage a few
people and disturb or disappoint
some others. The reaction is based
not on simple nudity, but on the
all too casual use of the female
anatomy as a graphic advertising
tease and attention grabbing
device. (Beer advertising being a
prime example in the mass media.)
While there are people on the
extreme who condemn any publication of human nudity, the matter involved here is both different
and more substantive. In fact, the
two women pictured on the insert
could easily have been wearing
tight miniskirts or shorts, and both
the visual pun and the reaction to
it would have been the same.

Cover Fusion

The irony is that as an organization the NSA is one of the most
open, friendly and pluralistic to be
found. Consciously prejudiced or
exploitive attitudes are refreshingly rare among the membership,
including the volunteers who
make the Spotlight Auction such a
success every year. However, a
shared interest in stereography
does not insulate any of us from
the prevailing attitudes in society
as a whole, whether positive or
negative. And viewing in depth
does not by itself provide insight
into how another may see the
same image or situation.
One of my goals in the pages of
Stereo World is to remain as inclusive as possible for anything relating to 3-D images, even if bizarre
or controversial. Equally important
is to avoid, as much as possible,
elements that could make current
or potential members feel less than
respected or welcome for reasons
unrelated to stereo. Of course the
effort will not always be completely successful, but I believe it must
be maintained, with the help of
members and contributors, if the
NSA is to continue its growth. m

In the "3-D Cutting Edge" article
E.M. Howlett of Leep Systems was
reported to have said that higher
resolution is not necessary in the
peripheral areas of our visual field.
That is like saying that extremely
high or low notes are not necessary for music. No system with an
eyepiece as the last element will
ever cover the entire visual field
with an undistorted image. Clarity
in the peripheral areas is a must
for any system claiming to simulate reality.
Richard Abbott
Grand Isle, VT
In the case of ultra-wide projected
images, peripheral sharpness is of course
important. In video display helmets,
which change the image with every movement of the wearer's head, there is some
question as to whether the peripheral
image needs to be any better than that
provided by our own eyes when looking
straight ahead. Many virtual reality helmets (including the arcade game shown in
this issue) omit visual-field filling Leep
style optics in favor of more standard wide
angle images so that more computing
power can be devoted to better resolution something which will need continued
improvement if VR is to fulfill its potential.
-Ed. m
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his is a letter thanking all of
the donors who have given
SO generously this last year to
the NSA. Once again your donations over and above the dues
structure have helped us to keep
have to increase dues for at least
another year. We had over 350
members contribute over

1

1992 Donors
J. George V. Allen
Carolyn A. Andre
Tom
..
.Averell
.- - .
Harold K. Baize
~ y d e nB. Baldwin
,race D. Ballaine
Don & Sandy Balmer
Thomas P. Banes

Roger Colson
Thomas S. Cook
lerome C o o ~ m a n s
John L. Crow
Dwight Cummings
Mr. Kevin Cunningham
Roger D. Curry
James J. Curtin
John A. Curtis
Cygnus GraphicIDuncan woods
Benedict Danielczuk
George Danielczuk
Alan H. Darlinn

A

tribute to the
association as a
whole. These
donations also
research on 3-D articles and papers. We have also
received a very generous
monetary donation to our
research library.
i
Our editor of Stereo
World, John Dennis, is
always looking for articles on 3-D, and it is
because of your contributed articles that we
are able to have such a

A

year to work out the bugs
with our new computer system we
should have Stereo World published
and sent out on the publication
date.
Many of you in the past have
been good enough to write to the
officers suggesting changes and
improvements, and I hope you
will continue to feel free t o write
to me. Only if we know what you
want from your association, can we
make it more useful and interesting. Thanks again for your support.
Gordon D. Hoffman,
President NSA
918 E. 4th St. Rd. #206
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
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The Italian Halj
by LeeLaney

I'll Take you to a place called Italian Hall
Where miners are having their big Christmas Ball
Copper Boss thugs stick their heads in the door
One of them yelled and screamed "there's afire"
A man grabbed his daughter and he carried her down
And the thu s held the door and he could not get out
And then ot ers followed, almost a hundred or more
The gun thu s they laughed at their murderous bke
And the chi dren were smothered on the stairs y the door...

i

f

T

he above account, written by
folksinger Woody Guthrie, provides one point of view of a tragic
event which occurred during the
prolonged and bitter strike in the
copper mines in and around
Calumet, Michigan in 1913-14.
Known as the Italian Hall Disaster,
this tragedy was, perhaps, the piv-

otal point in the labor movement's
attempt to organize mine workers
beyond the western United States.
Another "perspective" on the
Italian Hall disaster has survived
through the photographs of

d

William Nara, a local photographer of that era. He chronicled many
activities of the strike, and was present to focus his camera on the
grisly scenes of death at Italian
Hall, and the public mourning

"The Italian Hall, Calumet, Mich." Lithographed photo by William Nara in stereo format. The door to the stairway is at the left. All views from author's collection.

The Italian Hall, Calumet. Mich.
ltalialaieten Haali. Calumet. Mich.
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Disaster
which followed. His photos were
published as stereo litho prints,
which give possible clues to the
motives for their production and
distribution. Woody Guthrie's
song reflects the unions' exploitation of this event to incite workers
to join the ranks of organized
labor. It is likely that the stereo
cards produced from William
Nara's photos were also intended
for this purpose.
Michigan's Copper Range, in the
Lake Superior Region, had been a
rich source of this mineral since
the middle of the 19th century.
Prior to the 1880s, nearly threefourths of the U.S. copper production came from this region. Western copper production gradually
eclipsed Michigan's; first in Butte,
Montana and later in Arizona. By
1912, Michigan's share of U.S. production was less than one-fifth.
In July of 1913, an overall strike
was called in the mines of the

Calumet,
Michigan, 1913

Copper Range by the Western Federation of Miners (WFM). The
theme was improving wages and
working conditions. Mine owners
steadfastly refused to acknowledge
the WFM, or any group, as a bargaining agent for the workers.
WFM had developed a reputation
for radicalism and violence, at one
time being affiliated with the
socialistic Industrial Workers of the
World (the IWW, or "Wobblies").
They had successfully organized
miners in the western states, but
not yet in Michigan.
On several occasions, the Copper Range Strike became violent,
with gunfights claiming several
lives. National attention was
drawn to the strikers' accusations
of union busting "thugs" being
brought in to intimidate them. As
violence escalated, the Michigan
National Guard, 2,765 men, was
called in to preserve order. Mother
Jones, a socialist labor celebrity,

"Strikers'parade, in which 'Motherlones' tookpart." Note Nara's name in the image at
lower left.

came to march in the local
parades.
Within the community, polarization took place. The union, a
vocal minority, saw the mine owners as paternalistic, intransigent,
wealthy, absentee exploiters of the
workers. A significant other portion of the community, eventually
organized as the "Citizens'
Alliance" saw the mine owners as
benevolent providers of a stable
economic base, and the union as a
radical group of outside agitators.
As the owners continued their
refusal to acknowledge the WFM,
the strike extended into the winter. Hardships upon the strikers
and their families were devastating. To provide the strikers' children with a Christmas celebration,
the union sponsored a special party for members' families on
December 24, at Italian Hall in
downtown Calumet, the region's
hub. This second story facility had
only one source of access, a steep
staircase.

Stri~kers'parade, in which "Mother Jones" took part.
i
oli mukana.
L s k.kokulkue. jossa " ~ i t Jonea"
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By 2 pm on that day, there were
500 children and 175 adults in the
hall. At approximately 4:30, many
thought they heard the cry of
"fire". Immediately, the pandemonium that is the normal part of
any children's gathering turned
into a lethal stampede for the exit.
As the forefront of the group got
to the bottom of the stairs, the
crush from behind brought them

I

"The disastrous stairway, Italian Hall, Calumet, Mich."

to the ground. Those on the stairs
could not turn back. The press
from within the Hall continued
until the stairwell was packed.
Those on the bottom were crushed
under the weight of those above.
It took an hour to untangle the
mass of bodies in the stairwell,
where 73 died, 59 of them chil-

"Christmas eve at the mortuary, Calumet, Mich." Less painful, but perhaps as effective,
is another view of an express shipment of caskets of various sizes which had just arrived
in Calumet.

es@2

dren. The town was shocked. On
Christmas Eve, the anticipated celebrations were suddenly chilled by
the terrible sight of so many bodies of innocent victims. These families had already suffered from the
hardship of six months without
work. The loss of their children
was devastating. Seven families
lost three members each; eleven
lost two each.
There was no fire in Italian Hall.
The panic had spread purely on

Christmas e v e a t the mortual.y, Calumet. Mich.
Jouluaattona hautaostoimiatossa. Calomet. Mich.
#
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Man and wife, who rnarv~louslysa\'e<ltheir child.
Pariakuntn, joka ihmeelliresti pelasti lapamaa.

"Man and wife, who marvelously saved their child." Other views in the set show funeral
services in the Finnish Church, a crowd of mourners outside the church, and a long line o f
waiting hearses.

the basis of fear, with hundreds
reacting to the mood of the group.
Quickly, it was assumed by the
union to be a horrible plot. Initial
accounts blamed company thugs
with spreading the alarm, and
then barring the doors at the bottom of the stairs. A later inquest
found no evidence to support this
sentiment.
and
The
became

a huge public event. An estimated
20,000 lined the funeral procession route, with 5,000 marching in
a mile long funeral procession.
The bitter polarization that centered on the strike was not put
aside by these deaths. Aid extended by the companies and towns-

1

people to the suffering families
was refused by staunch union
members. The national president
of the WFM, in town the next
week to bolster the local group,
was kidnapped, beaten, and put on
an outbound train by an angry
mob of local citizens.
In February, a congressional
inquiry was held to investigate
miners' complaints against the
companies. They were not able to

"Interior of the Italian Hall after the disaster." Also included in the set are views of Michigan National Guard troops and tents in Calumet.

-2

Interior of the Italian Hall after the disaster.
Italialaisten Haalin sisus onnettomtluden jalkeen.
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Graven of the victims (1).
Uhrirn joukkohnutoja (1).

find any conclusive evidence to
confirm the miners' position.
Meanwhile, WFM members
throughout the country were
resentful of the assessments upon
their wages to provide aid to the
Michigan strike, which was making no headway. Local workers,
economically battered by the
extended strike, trickled back into
the company fold. On April 12,
1914, the WFM declared the strike
over.
William Nara came to the Copper Country from his native Finland shortly before the turn of the
century. Photography was one of
many skills he used to provide self
employment. From approximately
1904-17, he operated a photo studio and shop in downtown
Calumet. He was there with his
camera during the strike, and in
the aftermath of the Italian Hall
disaster.
The photos in this article are all
single views that have been reproduced in the stereo format, and
printed lithographically. Aside

Union labels are nearly unheard of on
stereo views, but these feature this bug
(shown here 6x) centered at the bottom.

10
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"Graves of the victims (I)." There are other views ofgraves at the cemetery as well as one
showing caskets being camed through the snow to the graves.

from a union shop label, "Allied
Printing Trades Council, Houghton" (a nearby town) no publisher
is identified. William ~ a r could
a
have produced photographic views
in his studio. However, printing is
a different medium, justified only
by mass production.
The entire series consists of
approximately 30 cards, each on
white card stock. A huge amount
of William Nara's work remains in
local public and private collections, but only a few true stereo
views with his imprint are known
to exist, and none are of local subject matter. From this evidence, it
is unlikely William Nara was a
stereo photographer. However, the
needs of the day resulted in the
creation of these litho views in a
stereo format.
It is unlikely that lithographic
prints would be made solely for
local distribution. It is plausible
that these were made for the
union, or in support of the strike,
to incite sympathy and support for
the miners' cause. Besides the
union shop mark, an additional
clue is the imprinted title appearing on each view. Besides ~nglish,
it is given in Finnish, the language
of the largest and most radical faction of the multi-ethnic WFM.
These views provide us with a
glimpse (albeit two-dimensional)

of a largely forgotten event that
was significant in its time. The fact
that they were reproduced in this
manner-is testimony to their
impact at that time, when the
events made national headlines. It
is remembered locally 78 years later, but is not mentioned in most
histories of the labor movement.
Arthur W. Thurner, in his book

Rebels on the Range: the Michigan
copper miners' strike of 1913-14

1

Uohn R. Forster Press, Lake Linden,
MI 1984) has carefully chronicled
the entire strike, based upon contemporary documentation. Other
sources were Robert Nara, (grandson) Houghton, MI; Jack Deo,
(Superior View Co.) Marquette, MI;
Dave Tinder, (collector) Dearborn,
MI; and Bill Barkell of the Houghton County Historical Society. k
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North America 's Historic Geology

The Mississippi
River Delta
by Neal Bullington

T

he Mississippi River Delta is
generally described as that land
south of the edge of the Pliocene
Citronelle formation that trends
east-west thirty miles above Baton
Rouge, LA, a total of more than
1,230 square miles. However, this
broad region actually consists of
six small deltas, all of which
formed in either the Pleistocene or
Recent epochs.
The most recent or "modern"
delta is often referred to as being
"birdfoot" in shape. Although the
river follows a main channel for
fifty miles below Fort Jackson, at
the site known as Head of Passes it
branches to form three main channels that are known respectively as
Southwest Pass, South Pass, and
Pass Aloutre. The portion of the
delta that lies within the 18-foot
depth contour contains approximately 290 square miles. Carbon

fourteen dating has established a
date of close to 500 years before
present for the genesis of the three
main passes, although they have
been extant since earliest recorded
times. In 1684 the explorer La Salle
reported that there was a "...Head
of Passes with three great outlets ..."
In the accompanying stereoview
by Keystone, the camera is looking
north from the river pilot's tower
at the Head of Passes, toward an
eastward-trending side channel
known as Cubits Gap.
The delta continues to grow as
the river's bed load is deposited at
the mouths of the passes, with
fastest growth occurring at the
Southwest Pass due to favorable
current direction there. The average rate of growth since 1838 has
been calculated as 250 feet per
year, or a yearly deposition of 255

million cubic feet of sediment.
Interestingly, active subsidence of
up to .9 feet per year is accompanying deposition, influencing the
rate of advance and modifying the
shape of the birdfoot. The tops of
some former natural levees are
now fifty feet below the present
surface and many former marsh
areas are now bay bottom.
The future of the delta is
arguable. Some authorities believe
that wave erosion will eventually
balance deposition with the result
that the birdfoot shape will
become accurate. Many also
believe that advance will slow or
stop because each year a greater
amount of the flood water of the
Mississippi is being taken by the
Atchafalaya River, which now handles almost 30% of the total discharge. rrr

Qississi pi Delta at Resd of Passe
'110t's
juwer tu ~ u b l t sGap, In.
--

.
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ur first view this issue was submitted by Larry Rochette. It
0
features what may be a small New
England town. Just left of center is
the tall spire of perhaps a church
or government building that may
aid in identification.
Our second view belongs to
Robert Wilson. It is a green card
with a paper label on the back
advertising "Taughanic Falls" and
listing 27 views of the "American

Side" and 22 views of the "West
Side" taken by W.L. Hall of Trumansburg, NY. The view itself,
however, appears to be of a group
of militiamen, and that subject is
not listed. Can anyone provide
information about this scene?
The third view also belongs to
Wilson; an orange card with pink
reverse. The legend reads "Photographed & Published by C.S.
Peck, Zumbrota, Minnesota." and

"Wanderings Among the Wonders
& Beauties of Minnesota Scenery."

This looks like grindstones in a
grist mill. Does anyone know if
there was such a mill at Zumbrota?
Wilson also would like information about a view he owns that is
labeled "Views Photographed by
Bennet and Smith, for the Coit
Excursionists, 1870". The subjects
listed on the label include St.
Johns, New Brunswick, and Maine

sites including Eastport, Rangor,
Portland, and Mt. Desert. Does
anyone have any information
about the Coit (name of a ship?)
and its excursionists?
Our last view belongs to Malcolm Todd, and an intriguing one
it is. It appears to be a spherical
safe of some sort, with a tumbler
mechanism in the center, and storage drawers at the top. There is a
crank lying on the floor in front. Is
this an advertising sample with
the side removed, or do the inter-

nal workings somehow revolve to
fill the open space? Anyone have
any ideas?
Send information on these or
previously illustrated unknowns to
Neal Bullington, 5880 London Drive, Traverse City, MI 49684. m
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"Trifles make
perfection, and
perfection is no trifle."

''Step Up to the Thrills
and E-tement
of
Matchless Stereo
Photography"
by Mark A. Willke

..
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This Michelangelo quote
appeared as the subhead in one of
Realist's introductory ads for the
model 1050 Custom stereo camera,
a product which was promoted
from the very beginning as a luxurious, top of the line, precision
crafted instrument. Its introduction as a new item in the Realist
product line was made in the September 1959 issue of The Realist
~ e w sMailed
.
to registered owners
of Realist products, this formerly
quarterly publication was revived
by Realist after a two year absence
in order to introduce "the company's first major camera change in
12 years." The announcement,
which simultaneously appeared in
several other magazines as well,
stated that the new camera was
scheduled to be on dealers' shelves
by October first of that same year.
Its suggested list price at the time
of its introduction was $215. As a
comparison, Realist's previous f2.8
camera, the model 1042 (originally

CUSTOM
known as the ST-42)) had a list
price at that time of $198.50, and
for $149.50 you could purchase
the model 1041 (originally known
as the ST-41), the f3.5 camera that
started the entire 35mm stereo
movement in America.
Jack Collins, a n industrial
designer for Realist, was credited
with styling the Custom. Although
its basic construction and operation were not changed greatly
from its predecessors (the 1041
and 1042), Realist was proud of
the many small refinements that
were incorporated into the Custom, and stressed their significance
in the company's advertising:
As in a few fine motor cars or a
few fine watches, Realist's basic
excellence of design and performance has precluded frequent
model changes merely for the sake
of novelty. Instead, the new Realist Custom Stereo represents the
triumph of "small but significant
things made perfect" to bring you
the finest precision instrument
ever built for stereo photography.
The crisp functional styling that
won Realist a place in Milan's

International Design Show is still
there -but subtly brought up to
date. ...The simplicity of operation
that has made Realist the choice
of amateur as well as professional
is retained - and quietly brought
to an even higher degree of loading and handling ease.
This image of excellence and
luxury was even carried into the
Custom's packaging. Instead of
being sold in the regular cardboard
boxes used for Realist's other camtured fabric-covered

metal latch and
the lid from opening
red velvet-covered in
camera snugly in
had "Realist Cust
silver across its t
latch was styled similarly t o that of
a n elegant jewelry box.
Sturdy and attractive, this presentation box may sound like a n
STEREO W0RI.D May/June I992
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camera. Therefore, no extra room
was included in the camera's packaging for its optional case, which
Was Sold in its own cardboard box.

"Custom Style" Case?
There were actually several distinct Styles of Realist everready
case produced over the years, and
ter version is sometimes mistakenly referred to as the "Custom

e sides of the case
Provided extra protection for the
d a light tan material
0 line the case's interior
f the green or purple veld in earlier Realist cases,
This later style of case was origy intended for use with Realist's two earlier camera models,
however, and it had replaced its
predecessor in the mid 1950s~
probably before the Custom was
even on the drawing board. BY
time the Custom was introduced, this later style everready
Case Was the only one available
m Realist, so while it did
end up being used with most

The Realist News,
Volume 6, Number 1, September, 1959. This newsletter was brOU"# back to life after a 2 year absence in order to introduce the new
Custom stereo camera, but it contained a varied assoment ofother articles and
as well. Note the boxed paragraph promising a pee Realist model 2065 stereo viewer
when you Waded in your present stereo camera on a new custom camera. (Courtesy of
Ron Zakowski.)

ideal place to store the Custom,
but purchasers who carried their
cameras in everready cases soon
discovered the box's one drawback. As with Realist's other camera packaging, the Custom's box
16
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was not quite large enough to hold
the camera and its everready case.
This is because the leather case for
the Stereo Realist was sold as an
optional accessory, so it was not
included with the purchase of a

ries, a decision that was
advantageous for both the
and its customers.
People who were already
using earlier Realists did not
have to purchase a whole
new set of accessories when
stepping up to the new Custom, and at the same time,
Realist avoided the need to
design, manufacture, and
market a whole new line of
accessories. The Custom fit
right into an already well established family of stereo products.
Realist continued to manufacture its 1041 f3.5 camera along
with the newly introduced 1050
Custom, and both models were
available for another twelve years
or so. Sales of stereo equipment
began slumping in the 1960s, and
this continual decline became so
severe that ~ ~ ~eventually
l i ~ dist
continued its entire line of stereo
equipment in the early 1970s.

The packaging o f the 1050 Custom wns almost as elegant as the camera itself The black
fabric-covered wooden presentation box contained a red velvet-covered insert to hold the
camera in place. The exterior of the box was fitted with metal hinges and a metal latch.

Realist Custom
or Unreal Custom?
Today, the somewhat legendary
1050 Custom camera is rare
enough that few stereo enthusiasts
have even seen one in the flesh. As
a result, Realists that contain only
a few genuine 1050 parts are sometimes advertised and sold as
authentic Customs, but because so

few people are familiar with the
real thing, many buyers don't
learn until it's too late that they
have purchased an unreal Custom
instead.
The origin of many of these
Customs can be traced
the Realist factory itself, although

at the time of their manufacture,
there was no intent to deceive or
mislead anyone. the production
of Realist cameras was winding
down in 1970, the Olden Camera
and Lens Company in New York
City struck a deal with Realist.
Olden Camera wished to acquire a
large quantity of model 1042 72.8
Stereo Realist cameras for resale,
and so Realist used much of its
remaining inventory of parts and

A comparison o f Realist everready cases. Top: an earlier style case, which was produced into
the mid 1950s. The ton
and part ofthe front-iFthir
case were constnrcted out
o f a single, folded piece of
leather, and the interior
was lined with green velvet
(although extremely early
cases contained red or violet linings.) These cases
were constructed out of a
heavy-weight medium to
dark brown leather. Rottom: a later style case,
.,.,,,.
which is often rnistakenlv
referred to as the " ~ u s t o k
Style" case, produced from
the mid 1950s into the
1970s. The top and pant
o f the case were separate
pieces of leather stitched
together, and the interior
was lined with a tan or
gray material. This style of
case was made out of a
thinner, light tan leather.
rrv-.T
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The original Engineering Release for Production of the 1050 Custom camera. This form
served as a record of when each engineering drawing was approved by the chief engineer
and released for production to begin. Note that an early version of drawing number 105014 (showing the new lens cover) was released for production on February 24, 1958, long
before any of the rest of the Custom's drawings were approved and released. This was
done in anticipation of the failure of the molds for the original-style lens cover. The rest of
the drawings were released in April, May and July of 1959. (Courtesy of Ron Zakowski.)

pieces to assemble somewhere in
the neighborhood of 500 f2.8 cameras.
Olden advertised and sold these
brand new f2.8 cameras over a
period of about six years, and
because they had been built out of
whatever remaining parts could be
rounded-up at the factory, some
examples contained an assortment
of 1042 and 1050 parts. The object
was just to assemble complete,
functional f2.8 cameras, no matter
what mixture of parts the finished
products contained. Olden Camera
and Lens Company didn't advertise or represent any of these cameras as Customs, but examples that
happen to contain a few 1050
parts are today frequently offered
as such by both dealers and collectors.
18
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Other sources of unreal Customs
are all but impossible to track
down. Individual do-it-yourselfers
with jeweler's screwdriver sets and
a few spare 1050 parts have created
other interesting 1041/1042/1050
combinations over the years,
which could also be mistaken for
true Customs by unknowing purchasers .
Fortunately, because authentic
1050 Customs contain all of the
refinements and features that Realist was so proud of, identification
is actually fairly simple. Most of
the details to check for are easily
observed on the exterior of the
camera, although removal of the
camera back and even the top
plate will help confirm the genuineness of the camera in question.

"50"
The entire idea behind the Custom was to create a truly top quality stereoscopic camera, superior to
all others. Many special materials,
modifications and improvements
were incorporated into its design,
but even the parts that appear
unchanged from those used in earlier Realists received special consideration. Although the Custom's
body, back and aperture plate
came from the same molds that
produced these parts for the other
Realist models, only select pieces
were used in the assembly of the
Custom. Realist employees actually
hand-inspected these castings one
at a time, looking for any blemishes, hairline cracks, or other imperfections.
Unfortunately, since the camera
body castings were already engraved with their sequential serial
numbers by the time they were
subjected to this inspection, and
since only a few out of every group
of castings were selected for use in
Customs, there is no particular
range of consecutive serial numbers that can be used to pinpoint
authentic Customs. Their numbers
are scattered randomly over a
dozen years of production, so
proper identification relies instead
on checking for the many features
and refinements exclusive to the
Custom.
After undergoing Realist's careful
inspection, the few selected body,
back and aperture plate castings
were stamped with a "50" (or
sometimes a "5")' which signified
that they were to be used in the
1050 Custom. These markings
were made in bold white type
nearly half an inch in height, and
are an important aid in the identification of a genuine Custom.
The easiest of these three markings to see is the one on the inside
of the camera back. It appears
under the pressure plate, but
should be easily visible when the
camera back is held at an angle.
The camera body itself was
stamped on its top surface, but in
order to see the marking, the camera's top plate must first be
removed. This requires the
removal of four screws, but unless
you're handy with a jeweler's
screwdriver, you probably
shouldn't attempt this. The shal-

Hidden lrn&r the presslire plate on the curnera back is the "50" stamp, s i ~ n i b 'that
~ ~ ~ '.
this is a select casting approved for use as part o f a model 1050 Custom. *his mark"5"stamp) was applied to camera backs, camera bodies, and @Pering (or a
ture plates that passed a rigorous inspection before being assembled into Customs.

low slots on these small screws are
easily damaged.
The aperture plate is the part
inside the back of the camera that
contains the film sprocket and
moves in and out as you focus,
and because the back surface of
this plate is where the "50" marking was applied, direct examination is not possible without disassembling the camera. However, a
small dental-style mirror held
down into one of the rectangular
openings does allow for inspection
of this back surface well enough to
check for the presence of the
marking.
A Realist without any of these
three markings is most likely not
an authentic Custom, but at least
one example does exist which,
although it lacks two of the three
markings, has been verified to
indeed be a Custom by comparing
its serial number against surviving
production records. Nearly all of
the castings used in building the
Olden 1042 cameras were just runof-the-mill pieces, however, and
therefore had not received the
"50" or "5" markings. The same
can be said for Realists to which
someone may have added a few
1050 Parts. The lack of any of the
"5" or "50" markings is pretty
strong evidence that the particular
camera in question is not an
authentic Custom.

"benefit", because while it is fairly
common to hear of click-stops
used in a lens aperture control
(showing the definite location of
each marked aperture setting), the
Custom's rangefinder does not
click on specific focus settings, but
instead clicks continuously at regular intervals around the entire
diameter of the focussing knob.
~ l t h o u g hthe exact reasoning
behind the rangefinder detent is
not clear, it is thought that perhaps it was to add the feel and
sound of something "being accomplished" as the knob was turned.
Remember that the focussing of
the Realist camera takes place
internally at the film plane, so
rotating the silent
.,.

-

....

.

-.....

Rangefinder Detent

3r

-- -

The selected bodies that
--+
. dF ., -r ,/
were to be assembled into
customs were first subjected to a bit of extra
machining in the area of
the focussing knob. Some - 1
A
of the metal there was
'
h
removed to make room
- - - -- for a specially shaped
spring, which was installed in such a way that it
put pressure on the
grooved outer surface of
the focussing knob and
served as a detent. This
feature can be easily
detected by the "clickclick-click" sound that is
created as the focussing
knob is rotated. In the
introductory announce- p c r l ?
ment of the Custom,
uGud,.
Realist mentioned "the
,,
2: ; j
Trif'es make Perfection, and perfection is no
addition of click stops
to the rangefinder."
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focussing knob of an earlier model
Realist produces no externally
noticeable result. The detent may
have been added to the Custom in
order to make it seem more like
something was happening as the
knob was turned.
Another possible advantage to
this detent arrangement is that it
would keep a little resistance on
the focussing knob and therefore
provide at least some protection
against it being accidentally
bumped to a different setting.

Whatever the original reason for
precise hyperfocal settings, and the
its inclusion, the advantage of the
camera could be focussed on sub1050's rangefinder detent today is
jects as close as 2% feet.
that its presence helps to establish
Brushed Satin Chrome
the authenticity of a Custom.
Although
the Custom's top plate
Since unreal Customs were rarely
and
lens
board
were not marked
(if ever) assembled with select castwith
a
"5"
or
a
"50",
they were
ings, they almost always have the
individually
inspected
before they
normal silent, smooth-turning
were plated. Only castings that did
focussing knob.
not contain any blemishes or pinAs with the other Realist models
holes
were set aside for use on the
manufactured since the mid 1 9 5 0 ~ ~
Custom.
These select pieces were
a depth of field scale around the
then given a "brushed satin
Custom's focussing knob allowed
chrome" finish rather than the renular "satin chrome" finish used o i
the other Realist models. Although
the names of these plating finishes
are similar, the finishes themselves
are quite different in appearance.
The brushed satin chrome is much
brighter and shinier than the satin
finish, and as one might expect
from its name, it has a lightly
brushed texture. Several other plated parts on the exterior of the CusI tom were given this same finish, so
even eventhe plating on small
parts like the shutter speed dial
and the exposure counter is visibly
different from that used on other
Realists. Unreal Customs are often
lacking this brushed satin chrome,
and instead have the more common satin chrome finish of the
1041 and 1042 cameras. (Although
Realist's own advertising sometimes referred to the Custom's
plating as a "burnished metal" finish, the actual name as stated on
the engineering drawings for the
camera is "brushed satin chrome.")

Lens Cover and
Engraved Name Plate

A comparison of Realist lens covers. Top: the lens cover of the model 1042, the company's
standard f2.8 model. This same cover without the engraved "f2.8" was also used on the model
1041 f3.5 camera up until the late 1950s, when the mold developed cracks and became unuseable. Middle: the lens cover of the model 1050 Custom, with its engraved brushed aluminum
name plate. Bottom: the lens cover of a model 1042 that was produced exclusively for Olden
Camera & Lens Co., Inc. This was actually the same cover used on the Custom, but a special
embossed black and silver sticker was installed in the front recessed rectangular area in place
of the Custom's aluminum nameplate. This lens cover was also used on model 1041 f3.5
Realists produced after the failure of the original cover's mold in the late 1950s. When used on
the model 1041, the front of the cover was left blank, with no sticker or name plate installed.
(The large-headed screws installed on both edges of the lens cover shown in this bottom photo
were included on all Realists manufactured during the last few years ofproduction, and are
therefore not a unique feature of the Olden 1042 camera. These screws were intended to eliminate any side-to-side movement of the lens cover along its hinge, thereby reducing the chance
of the cover coming unclipped and popping off the camera.)
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Rather than utilizing the same
lens cover that was used on the
1041 and 1042 Realists, a new cover was designed specifically for the
Custom. It featured a recessed rectangular-shaped area on the front
in which a special aluminum plate
was installed. This plate had a
brushed finish that matched the
camera's plated parts. The words
"Realist Custom" were engraved
across its front and then filled with
black paint.
There was also a recessed rectangular-shaped area on the underside
of the Custom's new lens cover,
into which an exposure chart for
flash photography was installed.
(The earliest Realist cameras
included a hyperfocal table in that

Detail of engineering drawing number 1050-14, showing the Custom's lens cover. This
particular drawing was completed February 13, 1959, and it contains revisions made as
late as December 23, 1959. An earlier version of this part was rushed into production in
1958 to be used on Realist's other camera models. It had become clear that the molds for
the original Realist lens cover would not last much longer, and rather than invest in
replacement molds, the decision was made to manufacture the Custom's lens cover ahead
of schedule (since it was already in the works), and begin using it in place of the original
cover when the earlier molds finally became unuseable. (Drawing courtesy of Ron
Zakowski.)

location, and.later models came
with a daylight exposure chart
there instead.) The shape of the
new lens cover allowed room for a
chart that was much wider (but
shorter) than those used on the
original style Realist lens cover,
and this flash exposure chart was
another of the new features mentioned in Realist's advertising for
the custom. unfortunately, it displayed exposure settings for use
With flash bulbs and
lo
s' it is
longer a
feature
for today's photographer.
Since the mold for the original
lens cover used on the 1041 and
1042 cameras had cracked in the
late 1950s and was eventually no
longer usable, all cameras built
during the last dozen or so years of
production contained the lens cover that was originally designed
specifically for the Custom. The
1041 lacked the Custom's name

plate, however, and its lens cover
was instead left blank on the front.
This Custom-style lens cover
(without the Custom's engraved
nameplate) was also used on all of
the Olden 1042 cameras. A special
black and silver embossed sticker
was created and applied to these

lens covers in the rectangular
recessed area where the Custom's
engraved nameplate was intended
to have been installed. The sticker
consisted of a flat black background On which the words "'Iden camera & lens co." appeared in
silver, along with the original
Stereo Realist logo. This logo was
also silver, and was partially
embossed to provide a threedimensional appearance.
In the occasional classified ad
seen these days offering the sale of
a Customl the camera's name plate
is sometimes described as missing
from the lens cover. While it cer-

.

Detail of engineering drawing number 1050-2, showing the Custom's flash guide label.
This drawing was completed February 16, 1959, and it contains revisions made as late as
July 23, 1959. The flash guide label was installed on the underside of the Custom's lens
cover upside down in relation to the Font of the lens cover, so that the camera could rimply be flipped up in order to read the exposure chart. (Drawing courtesy of Ron Zakowski.)
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tainly wouldn't be impossible for
the name plate to come off of the
lens cover, these plates were firmly
attached during the assembly
process. The mention of a missing
name plate should serve as a warning, because the stickers used on
the lens covers of the Olden 1042
cameras were easily removed. Realists containing a few Custom parts
and no name plate are frequently
misrepresented as Customs, when
often they are instead Olden 1042
cameras whose lens cover stickers
have simply been peeled off.

,

In contrast, Realist cameras are
sometimes found that do have an
actual Custom lens cover and
nameplate, but are lacking many
of the other features found on a
true Custom. Replacement Custom
nameplates were not impossible to
obtain and install on non-Custom
cameras, so be aware that if a camera's lens cover says "Realist Custom", it should not be considered
any kind of guarantee that the
camera actually is a Custom.

A comparison of lenses. Top: a lens on a standard model 1042 f2.8 Realist camera. This particular camera contains Kodak Ektar lenses, but the David White f2.8 lenses used on many 1042
cameras are very similar in appearance to these. Bottom: a Steinheil rare earth lens on a model
1050 Custom camera. Note the scalloped outer edge of the aperture ring on the 1042 lens, in
contrast with the smooth circular aperture ring of the Custom. Of all the lenses ever used on
Realist cameras, the Custom's Steinheil lenses were the only ones that lacked the scallopededged aperture rings. The aperture adjustment handle visible on the 1042 lens is actually a special screw that has taken the place of the normal screw holding the stainless steel synchronizing
tape against the outer edges of the lenses' aperture rings. Although not visible in this view, there
is a standard screw slot in the end of the peg which was used to screw the peg into the aperture
ring. These screws were produced and used by Realist for several years, in order to make the
aperture easier to adjust. In contrast, the aperture adjustment peg on the Custom's aperture ring
was permanently fitted to the lens at the time of manufacture, and therefore contains no slot.
Note that it is located in front of the synchronizing tape instead of against it. Realist's standard ST-54 lens shade & filter holder will fit properly on the Steinheil lens, but one of the filter
holder's prongs must first be removed in order to allow room for the aperture adjustment peg.
This pair of photos also illustrates the difference between the thin, standard goat leather used
to cover regular Realist cameras and the thick, larger-grained genuine kangaroo leather used to
cover the Custom.
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Rare Earth Optics
One of the most publicized features of the Custom was its German-made f2.8 lenses. They were
manufactured by Steinheil using
what was called "rare earth" glass,
which was claimed to be much
clearer and more efficient than the
silicate sand glass used in ordinary
lenses at that time. Resolution of
these Steinheil lenses was quoted
at 300 lines per millimeter, far
superior to even the lenses used on
the earlier 1042 f2.8 Realists. Great
effort was put forth in microscopically matching the focal length of
the two lenses used on each Custom, resulting in no perceivable
difference in the size of the left
and right images. (Variations in
focal length between the left and
right lenses is occasionally a problem with other stereo cameras, and
sometimes even with other Realists.)
Like the lenses on the 1042 Realist, these Steinheil lenses had a
maximum aperture of f2.8, and
could be stopped down to f22. The
Custom's lens barrels read "35mm
Realist MATCHED f2.8 Lens made
in Germany", and the rotating
rings around the outside of the
lenses that are turned to set the
apertures are quite different in
appearance from those of any other lenses used on the Realist. The
aperture markings do not appear
on the front surface of the rings as
on the other Realist models, but
instead are on the top surface of
the right lens. This allows adjustment of the apertures without tilting the camera up to read markings on the front of the lenses.
These rotating rings are perfectly
circular instead of the scalloped
shape that was used on the 1041
and 1042 models, and each ring
has a small peg-like handle which
makes them much easier to rotate
when adjusting the apertures.
The presence of handles on the
aperture rings, however, does not
automatically insure that the lenses in question are those of a Custom. For several years, all 1041 and
1042 cameras were sold with two
special screws installed that served
as aperture adjustment handles.
These screws took the place of the
two normal screws that held the
stainless steel synchronizing tape
to the outer edges of the lenses'

aperture rings, and the long,
unthreaded top part of these
screws could then be grasped to set
the aperture. These screws were
also available from Realist to be
installed on older cameras as well,
so aperture adjustment handles on
Realist cameras are not at all
uncommon.
Fortunately, these special screws
are easily distinguishable from the
handles on the Custom's aperture
rings. Since they actually are
screws, they contain a slot in the
top for use when installing them
on the camera. Also, they are
located directly on top of the
stainless steel synchronizing tape,
since they are responsible for holding it against the aperture rings.
The handles on the Custom's rare
earth lenses, in contrast, are located just in front of the synchronizing tape. Although they were
attached to the aperture rings by
means of a threaded end during
the manufacturing process, these
handles are technically not screws,
and therefore do not have slots in
their tops. They are shaped like
three concentric cylinders stacked
on top of each other, unlike the
screws whose tops are straight and
slender with a rounded end.
1
Many of the Olden 1042 cameras contained a pair of these rare
earth lenses instead of the David
White lenses that were normally
used on earlier 1042 Realists.
While this may have been an
unexpected benefit for purchasers
of the Olden cameras, it also
served to confuse things a bit further down the road, in today's collector camera market. These Olden
1042 cameras that happen to contain rare earth lenses are now frequently misidentified as Customs,
when often their superior lenses
are the only thing they have in
common with a true 1050 Custom.
The Custom had synchronized
behind the lens double-bladed
shutters with speeds from 1 second
to 11200 second, plus T and B settings, the same as on the earlier
1042 f2.8 Realist camera. The double exposure prevention mechanism included on all Realists since
the mid 1950s was used on the
Custom as well. Double exposures
could be made intentionally, but
only after pulling out a small knob
on the back of the camera.
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This article
discussing the benef ts of rare-earth lenses appeared
in the September 1959 edition of The Realist News. Hany Giwosky was in charge of
engineering for Realist at the time, and it was his sigtature of final approval that
appeared on the Custom's "EngineeringRelease for Production" fom reprodticed on
page 18. (Courtesy of Ron Zakowski.)

Exotic Leather
In a move that would certainly
upset today's animal rights activists, the Custom was covered with
coarse-grain genuine kangaroo
leather instead of the usual goat
leather used on the other Realist

models. This kangaroo leather is
much thicker than the goat
leather, and has a distinctively
larger grain pattern. Both varieties
of leather were dyed black, but
they are still easily distinguishable.
Many unreal Customs are covered

Next page: engineering drawing number 1042-745, showing the Custom's objective lenses. This
drawing was completed July 11, 1957, and it contains revisions made as late as March 12,
1964. Although not visible on this reproduction, the original drawing shows erasure marks that
reveal "StereoRealist" and "David White Instrument Co." were original& to have been engraved
on the front sufaces of both aperture rings. These inscriptions were removed from the drawing
on January 20, 1959. On that same date, the engraving on the lens barrels was revised from
"DAVID WHITE ANASTIGMAT p.8" to "Realist MATCHED fZ.8", which was the wording
actually used when the lenses went into production. The 1042 pnfx used on this dmwing indicates that the model 1050 Custom may have originally been considered an enhanced version of
Realist's model 1042 f2.8 camera, rather than a distinct model all its own. The o%inally
planned inscription on the hns barrels was the same as that used on many of Realist's model
1042 lenses, Brther hinting that the Custom may have slowly evolved from the model 1042.
(Drawing courtesy of Ron Zakowski.)
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with the same common goat
leather used on the 1041 and 1042
Realists.

Deluxe Knobs

Comparison of rewind knobs. Top: the rewiriri knob of a stanilarri model 1042 f2.8 Realist
camera. Bottom: the rewind knob of a model 1050 Custom camera. Note how the top plate of
the Custom has been machined away in order to make room for the larger knob. (The concentric circles on the Custom's shutter release button are not a feature exclusive to the Custom.
Some users of Realist cameras complained of their fingers slipping off the original smooth-surfaced button, so Realist eventually revised the button's blueprint, adding the concentric circles
shown here. All Realist cameras assembled after that revision contained this shutter release
button.)

The Custom was outfitted with a
larger film advance knob than the
one used on the other Realist models, and an even larger rewind
knob. In fact, the rewind knob is
so large that part of the camera's
top plate had to be machined
away to make room for it! Its
increased diameter was intended
to make rewinding the film much
easier, and although the wind
knob is not quite as large, its
increased size was also aimed at
making it a bit easier to handle
than the smaller 1041 and 1042
knobs.
Another change in the rewind
knob was also incorporated into
the Custom. On all Realists, a
small spring-loaded ball bearing
keeps the rewind knob snapped
down against the camera body,
and prevents it from moving up
on its own to the "film load/
unload" position. As the knob is
intentionally pulled out to this
"load/unload" position, the bearing creates a bit of resistance and
finally a "snap" as the knob moves
away from the camera body. The positioning of this bearing on 1041 and
1042 Realists allows
for about a sixteenth
of an inch of up and
down "play" in the
rewind shaft,
between the point at
which the knob is
touching the camera
body and the point

Detail of engineering
drawing number 1050302, show in^ the Custom's rewind knob. This
drawing was completed
April 7, 1959, and it contains revisions made as
late as October 28, 1959.
It also contains the basis
for what could be the ultimate Custom trivia question: "How many teeth are
there on the rewind knob
of the Custom?" [Answer:
114.1 (Drawing courtesy of
Ron Zakowski.)
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where the
spring-loaded
bearing begins
to resist moving
the shaft any
higher.
This spring
loaded bearing
was installed in
a slightly different location on
the Custom, in
order to eliminate all up and
down "play".
The bearing
exerts a slight
pressure even
when the knob is firmly in contact
with the camera body, and as a
result there is absolutely no sloppiness or rattling of the rewind
knob. In fact, since pressure is
exerted on the knob even when
snapped down against the camera
body, rotating the knob in this
position reveals a snugness that is
not present in the 1041 and 1042
rewind knobs.

Exposure Countdown
In another attempt to differentiate the Custom from the earlier
Realist models, a new exposure
counter was created. When film
was loaded in the Custom, the
counter was to be set at the number of exposures available on the
roll of film, and it then counted
down to zero as the exposures
were made. The exposure counter
on the other Realist models was set
at zero when the film was loaded,
and it counted up as the pictures
were taken.
Instead of the two semi-circular
recessed areas in which to put your
fingertips when resetting the original Realist exposure counter, the
Custom's counter contained a
raised circular area of parallel
ridges in its center. These ridges
provided enough friction when a

This intentional double exposure illustrates the up and down play of a standard realist!^
rewind knob. The knob can normally be lifted about a sixteenth of an inch before any resistance is encountered. The spring-loaded bearing that creates this resistance was installed in a
slightly different location on the Custom's rewind shaft, eliminating all up and down play
when the knob is in its down position.

finger or thumb was pressed
against them that the counter disk
could be turned and reset. In order
to make the counter easier to set as
the camera was loaded, red dots
appeared next to the numbers 16
and 29, the number of stereo exposures normally obtainable on 20
and 36 exposure rolls of film.
(Although the 20-exposure roll of
film became extinct in the 1980s,

it was one of the standard lengths
available at the time of the Custom's introduction.)

Quantities are Limited
Many collectors consider the
1050 Custom to be a beautiful
example of the fine American
craftsmanship that's sadly lacking
in today's consumer goods. Combine that beauty and quality with

A comparison o f f lm advance knobs. Top:
the wind knob of a standard model 1042 f2.8
Realist camera. Bottom: the wind knob of a
model 1050 Custom camera. Although the
Custom's knob was larger than those used on
other Realist models, it was not necessary for
Realist to machine away part of the camera's
top plate to accommodate it, an operation
which was required by the increased size of
the Custom's rewind knob.
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Detail of engineering drawing number 1050-36, showing the Custom's exposure counter
dial. This drawing was completed March 5, 1959, and it contains revisions made as late
as October 28, 1959. (Drawing courtesy of Ron Zakowski.)
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superior optics and scarcity, and it
becomes clear why demand for the
Custom is so high. Production
records indicate that fewer than
2500 Realist Custom cameras were
manufactured. Ironically, authentic examples of the Olden 1042
camera (that still have the special
lens cover sticker) are much rarer
than the Custom, but since the
Olden cameras often contained a
mixture of parts and were not built
A comparison of exposure counters. Top: the
exposure counter of a standard model 1042
f2.8 Realist camera. Bottom: the exposure
counter of a model 1050 Custom camera.
Note that the numbers on the Custom's exposure counter are arranged in reverse order
compared to the standard Realist exposure
counter, but both counters still rotate in the
same direction. When film was loaded in the
Custom, the counter was to be set at the
number of exposures available on the roll of
film, and it then counted down to zero as the
exposures were made. This pair of photos also
shows the dramatic difference between the
satin chrome fi nish of regular Realist cameras
and the brushed satin chrome finish of the
Custom.
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with select castings or ones with
the attractive brushed satin
chrome finish, collector demand
for the Custom appears to be
much stronger.

Advantages of
an Unreal Custom
Even though the unreal Custom
is not as sought after as the real
thing, there are certainly some
good reasons to purchase one. For
the person who is more a photographer than a collector, an Olden
1042 camera that contains a pair
of the Realist rare earth lenses
would probably be a wise purchase, as long as it wasn't misrepresented as an authentic Custom
and priced accordingly. In this
case, an Olden 1042 camera would
provide the superior optics of a
Custom without the price tag of
one. Some stereographers also
swear by the larger wind and
rewind knobs of the Custom, and

again, if an unreal Custom is available with this feature at a reasonable price, it would make sense to
purchase it. The important thing is
to first determine whether the
camera in question is truly an
authentic Custom or not, and then
use that knowledge in deciding if
it is worth the asking price.
Obviously not every camera that
is misidentified as a Custom is a
case of intentional misrepresentation. While there are clearly some
dishonest sellers out there, many
others simply mistakenly believe
that any Realist containing f2.8
lenses and a large rewind knob
must be a Custom. Whether a case
of misrepresentation or just
misidentification though, the danger of paying for a Custom and
receiving something less is very
real. I must admit that I found this
out the hard way several years ago
after buying what I had thought
was a Custom missing its name

A comparison of three models of Realist stereo cameras. Top: model 1042, the company's stan-

dard f2.8 model. Middle: the model 1050 Custom. Bottom: a model 1042 that was produced
exclusively for Olden Camera &Lens Co., Inc. Note that the Olden camera contains the Custom's larger wind and rewind knobs and rare earth lenses, but is lacking the Custom's exposure
counter, lens cover name plate, and brushed satin chrome finish.

plate, and that unpleasant experience helped motivate me to write
this article. Since the time of that
regrettable purchase, I have been
offered and have seen advertised
many other Realists that were misrepresented as Customs, all priced
as if they were authentic. My hope
is that the information presented
here will help people to-make
informed buying decisions when
searching for that elusive Realist
1050 Custom. Then they'll be
ready, as one Realist advertisement
put it, to "step up to the thrills and
excitement of matchless stereo
photography."
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ack E. Cavender, who has been
our Corresponding Secretary
since 1984, is retiring from that
office. I can not muster enough
praise to properly describe the
tremendous job Jack has done for
us during that period of time. A
large percentage of current Stereoscopic Society members made their
first contact with the Society
through Jack and were shepherded
through the membership process
by him. This has been a period of
steady growth in Society activities
and membership, and Jack Cavender has had a close hand in all of
it. The records show that as of
April 1, 1992, he had processed
107 new members into the Society.
Since there are about five inquiries
for every one who actually attains
membership we can see the magnitude and importance of the role
Jack has played.
Originally, the corresponding
secretary also distributed folio
envelopes and other supplies to
the general membership and to
the folio secretaries as they needed
and requested such items.-~owever, as the Society grew it became
necessary to create the office of

J
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supplies secretary to handle that
task. Audrey Kruse of Minneapolis,
MN now ably fills that office. The
Society could not operate without
the individual efforts of those who
freely offer their time, efforts and
talents to make it so. Although
Jack Cavender will no longer be
processing membership applications he will still be an active
member of the print and 2x2
35mm matched pair circuits.

New Title
In order to better reflect the current function of the office, the title
has been changed to Membership
Secretary. We are fortunate that
Jack Swarthout of Paris, IL has
agreed to take over the duties.
Henceforth all applications and/or
inquiries should be directed to him
as indicated at the end of the column.
E. Jack Swarthout was born in
Niles, MI in 1930. He obtained B.S.
and M.S. degrees in microbiology
and chemistry from Michigan
State University. He spent four

years as a biology officer in the
United States navy and thirty-four
years in industry in administrative
and research positions. He is now
retired from Illinois Cereal Mills
Inc. after twenty-four years, where
he was director of Research and
Product Development. Jack has a
wife Barbara, an son Paul, a daughter Susan, and a host of stimulating hobbies including seven years
in stereo photography. Since joining the Stereoscopic Society he has
been a member of the 0 print circuit. He also collects industrial and
scientific views and is interested in
development of new techniques
and equipment for stereo production and viewing. We thank Jack
Swarthout for taking on the duties
of Membership Secretary.

Viewsletter Returns
The Viewsletter, the Society's
newsletter, resumed publication in
March with Thom Gillam of Brick,
NJ as the new editor. Thom is
determined to keep us all abreast
of Society news, gossip, and

lack Cavender (R) transfers the Stereoscopic Society of America membership files to Jack
Swarthout, the new membership secretary.

announcements. But this depends
on the members and officers sending any newsletter-worthy items to
Thom so he has something to
work with when it's time to put an
edition together. The Viewsletter
can only be as good as the material
that gets to the editor, and this is
where we can all help out.

The Mystery Folio
0 print secretary Judy Proffitt

has originated what must be the
best fun activity we have seen in
the Society. Just completing its second round is the Mystery Folio also called "Who Done It?" The
idea is for each of a group of participating viewcard makers to submit a view they have prepared to
Judy. Unlike a usual folio entry, it
should carry no identifying information on the card or on the folio
envelope it is placed in. Such
information is submitted to Judy
on a separate sheet for later use.
The basic idea is that Judy puts
the folio together and sends it on a
circuit to each of the participants,
whose task it is to deduce who was
the maker of each of the viewcards. Of course each viewmaker
may (or may not) do some things
differently to throw off the other
sleuths among the participants.
This turns out to be quite challenging. In round 2 I was only
30% successful in matching prints
to their makers. The best second
round sleuth was Jay Hollomon,
who was 80% correct. Jay was even
better at fooling the other participants, as none properly attributed
his entry to his handiwork. This
really is an enjoyable diversion
and we are grateful to Judy Proffitt
for of her efforts in making it possible.

NINTH ANNUAL FALL

WANTED:
35mm or Realist slides
or transparencies of:

Flowers, scenics, winter, spring and
seasonal scenes or any other 3-D
images that would make an
outstanding greeting card.

ALSO WANTED:
3-D views of animals, birds,
reptiles found in most zoos.
All views must be outstanding.
We will pay $150.00 per 3-Dimage used.
All material submitted will be returned.

Send your best to:
The Added Dimension, Inc.
Post Office Box 15325
Clearwater, Florida 34629

D.C. Antique
Photo Show

*

"The #I Antique Photo Image
Show in the USA"

65 tables of stereoviews, CDV's,
Daguerreotypes, photographs, etc.

@<as'
r\."

Sunday

11 OCTOBER,1992
lOAM-5PM

Public Admission $5
Rosslyn Westpark Hotel Ballroom
Arf~nton, VA
1900 N.%. Myer Dr.
Preview admission 8:30AM $20
Boston show:
18 October
SPRING DC show: 21 MARCH. 1993

Managed b Russell Norton
PO Jox 1070,
New Haven, CT 06504
(203) 562-7800

Please enroll me as a member of the National Stereosco ic Association.
I understand that my one-year subscription to Stereo &rld will begin
with the-MarchIApril issue of the current year.-

-

-

U.S. membership mailed third class ($22).

I
I
I

U.S. membership mailed first class for faster delivery ($32).
Foreign membership mailed surface rate, and first class to Canada ($34).
Foreign membership mailed international airmail ($48).

I
I
I

Society Membership
Please make checks payable to the National Stereoscopic Assodation. Foreign
members please remit in U.S. dollars with a Canadian Postal Money order, an
International Money Order, or a foreign bank draft on a U.S. bank.

Persons interested in possible
membership in the Stereoscopic
Society should write to the Membership Secretary, E. Jack
Swarthout, 12 Woodmere Dr., R3,
Paris, IL 61944. m

II
I(

Address

city

State

Zip

PO Box 14801, Columbus, OH 43214
The Only National Organization Devoted Exclusively To Stereo Photography, Stereoviews,and 3-DImaging Techniques.

II
I

)
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Campaign
Stereographs by Laurance Wolfe
Text by John Dennis
s in 1984 and 1988, Stereo
World contributor Laurance
Wolfe again this year covered the
New Hampshire presidential primary election in stereo. Despite illness in mid campaign, he captured
in depth seven of the eight major
candidates and a number of the
other personalities (both on and
off the ballot) who helped make
the Granite State's now traditional
opening festival of the presidential
campaign as colorful aiever. (See
Stereo World Sept./Oct. '88 and
JulyIAug. '84.) Develo~mentsin
campaign '92 in the Geantime
have many people looking back to
those February days in New Hampshire with some nostalgia, when
even the most cynical observer
could at least follow the loose rules
of the game and appreciate the
drama of the state's political test
track for both its
democratic
functionality and
ingrown
failures.
Stereo
coverage of
this year's
1e2
election came
full circle, in a
Sense' with a
of both transparency and print stereographs of

A

Equipped with stereo Kodak and Realist
cameras and a hunting vest packed with
film for the campaign, NSA stereoflapher
Laurance Wolfe DreDares
to show candia
date Douglas Wilder views ofpast New
Hampshire primaries.
,

I

Arkansns (;ovrrnor Hill Clinton works his way tl~rolrgha maze of carnrras and microphonrs.
Finishing second in the Democratic primary, he got a total of 41,522 votes. (All stereos by
Laurance Wolfe.)
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Rarhura Bush, in New Hampshire to file Presisirient Hllsh for the Republican primary, views the,
stereo slides of previous campaigns on display in the o@ce of the secretary of state.

past campaigns set
out in
I
viewers on
a table in
the secretary
of state's office in
Concord. Candidates filing for the
election as well as visitors and
reporters viewed stereos of the '84
and '88 primaries, many of which
had appeared in past issues of
Stereo World, and some of which
included faces back in the office
again this year.
New Hampshire Secretary of
State William Gardner has
promised that the display will continue in the years ahead with new
candidates added, to go with the
existing collection of election photos lining the walls of the office.
Explaining the display to innocent
visitors and distracted politi:o:
cians is a
small caption "The
dual
ing:
readstere-

First to declare his candidacy for the Democratic nomination and winner of the New Hampshire primary, former Massachusetts senator Paul Tsongas finished with 55,638 votes. Overcoming the problem of a difficult name, his campaign buttons read "Tcitizens for Tson~as
1992".

0

1

ographic
views of
presidential
hopefuls of the
last several years displayed
here are
.
.
stereograph;. When positioned in

1

Nebraska Senator Rob Kcrrey daring a radio interview on the ~arnpai~qn
trail. He cat,. it! 3rd
in the Democratic primary with 18,575 votes.

New Hartlpshire Secretary of State William Gardner (left) reads the statute which prohibited
"Mark Twain" (achrally an actor named Durette with a white suit, a cigar, a Missouri accent
and a delighhtfid sense of humor) from being on the ballot under the pseudonym. While the
country may have missed a chance at the best president in decades, Mr. Durette did save himself $1,000 this way.

ar1swer.s ia reporter!^ qlrestion follow in^ a speech. His stronger than expected
Pot R~rcllnnor~
challencqeto George Rush resulted in a total of 65,087 votes in the Republican primary - nearly
three folrrths of the total received by the president.

a stereoscope and viewed through
its lenses the two images fuse and
give the illusion of three dimensions (3-D)."
Of the
major candidates,
only President Bush
was
missed by
Wolfe's
itereo lenses.
(ruling in is an
unpublished view from the 1988
primary.) An extra in this year's
coverage is a view of Barbara Bush
enjoying stereo slides of past primaries on the day she filed for her
husband in Concord.
For a $1,000 fee, anyone can run
for president in New Hampshire
and this year there were 63 names
on the ballot in

Stassen and
Eugene McCarthy, as
well as comedian Pat Paulson,
who's total of 600 votes in the
final tally was more than both
Stassen's and McCarthyls combined. On the Democratic ballot,
actor Tom Laughlin ("Billy Jack")
outscored political activists Lenora
Fulani and Ron Kovic, as well as
Mayor Larry Agran, by nearly
3,000 votes. On the Republican
ballot, Ralph Nader received more
write-in votes
than he did

Many of
the 63
didn't

Former CnlifOrr~ia(;overnor jerry Hrowr~at a press conference. He came in 5th in the Llemocratic primary with 13, 654 votes.
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actively campaign or even visit the
state, making any complete, encyclopedic stereo record of the election unlikely
even if someone had the
required
time,
energy
and film
for the
project.
New
Hampshire has
a revutation as a state where candidates can actually meet ordinary
citizens and vice versa, where the
theoretical link between the president and the people is strongest,
with direct concerns and questions
from voters sometimes reaching
politicians unfiltered by advisors
and handlers. A recent survey. by.
the Universi-

despite the
state's relatively small population
and the intensity of the campaign.
Nevertheless, that total is probably
higher than anywhere else in the
country, and the wide variety of
candidates early in the campaign
gives the New Hampshire primary
at least the appearance (and some
of the substance) of a genuine and
interesting wide-open political
contest. This easily earns it the
attention of the public and the
media and, of course, documentation in stereo images. m

Iowa Senator Tom Harkin during a visit to a day care center. He came 4th in the D~mocratic
primary, with 17,057 votes.

Virginia Governor Dozi~lasWilder was well received in New Hampshire., hut was the first o f
the major candidates to drop out of the race (six weeks before the vote) due a lack of campaign
funds and the need to deal with budget problems in Virginia. He is seen here on the day he
filed in Concord.

Then candidate George Rush on filin'y day in 1988. His winning vote total in the 1992 New
Hampshire Republican primary was 92,233.
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Virtual Realitv

The Next Generation of ~tereoscop'icImaging
by David Starkman

B

y now, most of you in the 3-D
world will have heard the term
"Virtual Reality" (already commonly referred to as VR) but you
may not fully understand what it
is, and you may not have had the
opportunity to experience it yourself.
Virtual Reality, at least as I
understand it, is used to describe
any type of visual computer-based
system that seeks to re-create the
actual visual (and possibly auditory, olfactory, and tactile) experience of being in the real situation,
including the ability to look and
move around in the Virtual World,
and even to interact with it.
As 3-D photographers we have
experienced a small part of the
technique involved. Virtual Reality
goes many steps further than
recreating a single 3-D image.
First, Virtual Reality systems seek
to create a stereoscopic model of
the world that the "experiencer"
can see and move around in just as
in the real world. You can not only
see a scene in wide-angle 3-Dl but,
through the use of some type of
3-D video viewing hood, goggles
or helmet, coupled with some type
of head-tracking motion sensor,
you can turn your head in any
direction and look around at the
entire scene in all directions
including up and down.
The next step is the addition of
a joystick or other device that
allows the experiencer to move
around within the scene in any
direction, while still allowing the
head-tracking system that gives
the ability to look in any direction.
A further enhancement is the
use of a tactile "Data Glove", worn
on the hand like a normal glove.
When properly interfaced, the
glove can allow a physical interaction into the virtual world. A simulated hand can be seen in the Vir36
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NSA Member Ron Labbe experiencing the Virtuality arcade game in London, Octoh(~r,1991.

tual world, and can be used, for
example, to pick up an object. A
useful addition to the glove is a
feature for tactile feedback - the
real hand in the glove can actually
feel the pressure in picking up an^
object. The next step could be an
entire "data suit" to provide interaction and tactile feedback possibilities for the entire body.
While all of this may sound like
science fiction, Virtual Reality is
here today, at least in simpler
forms, and the technology is
advancing as rapidly as the computer technology that the general
public is more familiar with.
Why all of this interest in Virtual Reality? Is it just to create a newer toy or video game? Not at all.
While a couple of Virtual Reality
arcade games have been introduced in England by Virtuality
(and recently exported to the U.S. see list), the big interest is in scientific and technical fields, computer-aided design, and medical imaging. Architectural models can be
created that can be seen from all

sides as if they were real. The experiencer can "walk" around from
room to room inside the model
and experience the virtual finished
building.
In the field of medical imaging,
a surgeon can look at a threedimensional model of a patient
created with Magnetic Resonance
Imaging Data, and then use a data
glove to pick up virtual laser beam
"rods" and position them to pass
through a tumor that is easily visible in this 3-D system. These virtual rods can be interfaced with the
real surgical lasers for the actual
surgery. This can make what was
previously a difficult and complicated task intuitive to the surgeons' experience.
Similarly, Virtual Reality can be
used for the ultimate in simulator
training, be it flight of space simulators, or military vehicle manipulation. Remote control of vehicles
or robotic hands or vehicles could
be achieved with the intuitive ease
and feel of interacting in the real
experience.

It is no wonder, then, that a lot
of money is being spent on development in this field. It has even
reached the point where there are
now two newsletters, one magazine, and a mail-order catalog
catering to this subject. Keep in
mind that prices are geared to professionals, and may seem high to
the home user - but they are dropping every day. Home PC games
and software should be available
soon.
CyberEdge Journal was one of the
first VR newsletters (the Jan./Feb.
'92 issue was #7) and offers 16
pages of articles, advertisements
and information on upcoming VR
related conferences and conventions. It is geared to professionals,
so most items mentioned include
names, addresses and phone numbers for more information. It is
published 6 times a year, and a
subscription is $129 for one year
or $228 for two years. for more
information; CyberEdge Journal,
928 Greenhill Rd., Mill Valley, CA
94941. Phone (415) 383-2458, Fax
(415) 389-0251.
Virtual Reality News produced its
first issue in MarchIApr. 1992. It is
an 8 page newsletter that covers
"news on people, corporations,
products, and applications" in the
VR field. It does not seem to be as
detailed or comprehensive as
CyberEdge Journal, but this is just
the first issue, so the format may
change. It is published 6 times a
year, and a subscription is $99.95
for one year. For information: Virtual Reality News, 38640 Oakbrook
Rd., Farmington Hills, MI 48331.
Phone (313) 362-4970.
PRESENCE: Teleoperators and Virtual Environments is a large (172
pages in the first issue) technical
journal published by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Press, introduced recently with its
"Winter" 1992 issue. It's stated
purpose is to "disseminate information and to stimulate the creation and development of ideas,
techniques, analyses, models,
devices and applications" relevant
to VR and related fields, including
human-machine interface, peripheral components such as telerobotic mechanisms and software, and
the impact of "transformed presence" in philosophy, culture and
aesthetics. The journal includes a

wide variety of technical and academic articles as well as "What's
Happening" information and relevant hardwarelsoftware advertising. It is published four times a
year, and a subscription is $50.00
per year for individuals. For information: MIT Press Journals, 55
Hayward St., Cambridge, MA
02142. Phone (617) 253-2889.
A mail-order catalog of VR products called Virtual World Builder TM
is available from Spectrum Dynamics, 2016 Main St., Suite 1207,
Houston, TX 77002. Phone (713)
752-0761. This is the first comprehensive catalog that I have seen of
VR hardware and software products, including head mounted displays, position trackers, LCD stereo
glasses, and other interesting
items. Spectrum Dynamics has also
formed the Virtual Reality Homebrew Association to offer products
with discounts, catalogs, a newsletter and other services to its members. Annual membership is
$250.00, and the single catalog
price is listed at $15.00. Contact
Spectrum Dynamics for more
information.

Finally, here is a chance for you
to experience the English "Virtuality" head mounted, stereoscopic,
head-tracking, video arcade game.
(Keep in mind that this is a lowresolution head-mounted display
system, but it really can give you a
flavor of what the VR experience is
about.)
Installations are currently in the
following U.S. locations:
Berkeley, CA at the UC Student Union
Seattle, WA at Quarters, 206 Main St.,
Kirkland
Lake Grove, NY at the Smith Haven
Mall
Springfield, WV at the Springfield
Mall
St. Louis, MO at the Crestwood Mall
For information on future installations of Virtuality games contact:
Bill Freund, Horizon Entertainment, PO Box 14020, St Louis, MO
63 178-4020. Phone (314) 3316000, Fax (314) 331-6002.
I'm sure that we'll be seeing a lot
more about Virtual Reality, and I
hope that this will provide an
introduction.

3-D Wildlife
Los Angeles postcard company
3-D GREETS has gone from simple

random dot images to a new set of
full color anaglyphic stereographs
of endangered wild animals. (See
New Views, MayIJune '9 1.) Animals
seen on the first three cards issued
are a tiger, a gorilla and a koala in
3-D close-ups by NSA member
David Burder. The stereo is nearlv
free of ghosting and quite impressive when viewed under a strong
light, with color-induced retinal
rivalry affecting only the gorilla,
whose eyes take on a startling red
glow.
Best of the three 5 x 6 inch
images is that of the Koala, who
stares adorably from a Eucalyptus
tree as if right outside your own
kitchen window. Each card incorporates its own set of glasses on
one end, where a perforated line
allows them to be detached for
use. A brief paragraph describes
the range and survival status of
each animal, and promotes the

GREETS'

World Wildlife Fund. Initially
available through the San Diego
Zoo, the cards are now also for sale
in the gift shops of the Lowery
Park Zoo in Tampa, FL, the Utica,
NY Zoo, and the Point Defiance
Zoo in Tacoma, WA. Other outlets
will be included soon, so inquire at
your local zoo the next time you
visit.
The cards are also available by
mail for Stereo World readers directly from Baylow Productions, Box
4434, Long Beach, CA 90804.
Include $1.50 (plus 294 postage)
per card desired.
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Atlantis in Depth
by John Dennis

A second publication using the
color anaglyph work of C. Chris
covers the new Atlantis Park aquarium in St Jean du Gard, France.
(See the review of La Guadeloupe en
relief in NewViews, Jan./Feb. '92.)
Atlantide parc Tresors Vivants
(Atlantis Park Living Treasures) features 15 full color anaglyphs on
eight pages of the 28 page, 11 x 8
inch book, with text in French,
English and German. Many of the
reproduction problems identified
in the Guadeloupe book have been
corrected, with the 3-D effect
working well in all the views, and
nearly perfectly in seven of them.
Ghosting is detectable in only one
shot, with retinal rivalry being the
one distracting factor due to
strong colors in some other scenes.
All of the 3-D photos are underwater close-ups of fish in the aquarium, and the full page views are
truly impressive - probably the
best stereo work likely to be seen
in any such tourist attraction souvenir book.

Underwater stereos have a way
of being particularly kind to
anaglyphic viewing, whether in
monotone or color. This was true
in the Guadeloupe book, and can
be seen in other anaglyphic publications as well. It even holds true
for the usually less-than-satisfactory efforts at anaglyphic video, as
demonstrated a few years ago
when the underwater scenes in
The Creature From the Black Lagoon
were among the few easily viewed
when the film was broadcast
anaglyphically on TV. Even the
retinal rivalry in some of the
Atlantide parc scenes contributes
something to the underwater

New Ma Devoted to
3-D ra~hics

6

Fans of 3-D computer graphics
now have a publication devoted
exclusively to coverage of the latest techniques and software for PC
3-D art design, animation, multimedia and virtual reality. 3 - 0 Artist
published its first issue in late 1991
and is now a regular monthly with
news columns, a classified section,
information on graphics bulletin
boards, display ads, contact lists
and sources of further information.
Combined with the availability
of cheaper and better software,
prices of computers powerful
enough to handle the complexity
of 3-D graphics in full color and
animation have dropped steeply,
making sophisticated 3-D imaging
available to independent users.
3 - 0 Artist hopes to help expand
the use of 3-D graphics by providing "a PC 3-D forum with the

I

informality and responsiveness of
a newsletter, but with magazinequality production and professional writing and art." While virtual
reality will be covered as the eventual "ultimate computer interface
for computer artists" the newsletter concentrates on the nuts and
bolts of the actual techniques
involved in creating complex 3-D
images on a PC. While not as colorful or glossy as the mainstream
computer magazines or as exotic as
the virtual reality publications, 3 - 0
Artist could be just the thing for
those interested in the basics of
creating the most impressive 3-D
art possible on a home system.
Subscriptions are $22 for 12
issues or $12 for half a year from
3 - 0 Artist, PO Box 4787, Santa Fe,
NM 87502 (505-982-3532). Sample
issues are available for $3.00.

1

images of some of the exotic fish
species. The iridescent effect some
of their bright colors display is literally "turned on" by the
anaglyphic glasses, and probably
even exaggerated. A small Congo
Tetra seems to vibrate internally,
the deep blue body of a Yellowtail
Sailfin acquires an electric glow,
the stripes on an Emperor Angel
Fish shine as if illuminated by an
ultraviolet poster lamp, and the
spots on a Coral Rock Cod blink
on like a Disneyland night-parade
float. (Some of these effects may
prove as popular with tourists buying the book at the aquarium as
the 3-D itself.)
While Atlantide parc incorporates
only a small section of 3-D images,
their improved quality should
bring wider interest and more
future projects to C. Chris and
Imagina Publishing. Available at
the aquarium itself, the book can
also be ordered from Edition Imaginal B.P. 5076, 34032 Montpellier
Cedex, France for 49FF plus 20 FF
postage.

Added Dimension
Seeks Stereos
The Added Dimension company
of Clearwater, Florida is looking
for top quality stereographs of
flowers, zoo animals, and winter
scenes for a new line of stereo
greeting cards and a test promotion of the firm's lightweight folding stereoscopes. (See NewViews,
July/Aug. '91.) The box style viewers can be made in several configurations depending on the needs of
customers, but all fold flat for
direct mailing or for inclusion in
other publications. Full color pairs
of 2%x 2% inch images are printed
directly on the inside of the viewers as well as on separate cards for
insertion from the side.
Added Dimension will pay $150
for any stereograph used, and will
return any submitted as well as
those chosen. Contact The Added
Dimension Inc., PO Box 15325,
Clearwater, FL 34629. m

His Kingdom Was
A Horse
hen stereographer Eadweard
W
Muybridge did his galloping
horse studies for railroad tycoon
Leland Stanford in the 1870s, little
did he realize he might be grounded because of today's art-censorship wars.
You may recall that Mr. Stanford
hired Muybridge to prove that a
galloping horse at some point has
all four feet off the ground. Muybridge's images not only proved
Mr. Stanford's position correct, but
they led to a lengthy project to
photograph men, women, children and animals in motion and
to publish his studies.
Last summer "Motion and Document - Sequence and Time: Eadweard Muybridge and Contemporary American Photography" was
scheduled to open at the National
Museum of American Art in Washington, D.C. The show was temporarily in limbo after a dispute
arose over inclusion of a more
recent work which some might
find offensive. Poor Eadweard.
The exhibition did go on, however, and this spring it was in New
York City at the International Center of Photography Midtown.
Muybridge's research can be
considered one of the forerunners
to the invention of motion pictures, and his analytical approach
to motion studies has carried over
to today's photographers.

First: Hen or Egg?
Among our publications are
photocopies of 1857 issues of England's The Liverpool & Manchester
Photographic Journal. In late 1856
the Journal ran extracts of the correspondence between Sir David
Brewster and Professor C. Wheatstone concerning the stereoscope.
The extracts did not do justice to
the debate between the two, so in
1857 the Journal published verbatim the entire correspondence as it
had appeared in the Letters
columns of The Times.

James Elliott, a teacher of mathematics in Edinburgh, had contrived the stereoscope in 1834 but
did not execute his designs until
1839. Meanwhile, Wheatstone
maintained that he had published
the same principle in 1838, but
that (1) 1834 was a year AFTER his
experiments had been announced
in a "work of standard authority",
and (2) 1839 was a year AFTER his
instrument had been completely
described.
Brewster and Wheatstone
exchanged arguments and
counter-arguments through the
columns of The Times, with Brewster maintaining Elliott and
Wheatstone were independent
inventors of an instrument or
method - but that neither discovered the principle of the stereoscope. [See Stereo World, MayIJune
'88.1
Your vote?

Student Vacationers
Looking for lucrative employment during the college vacations?
A position that might pay all college expenses?
This is the gist of a letter in our
files addressed to an Ohio college
student from James M. Davis, General Manager for B.W. Kilburn &
Co.5 Celebrated Original Stereoscopic Views. The time was February 1903, and the market seemed
to be ripe for sales personnel to
cover select territories to offer
stereoviews ("New Views Constantly Added") and stereoscopes.
"Persons of Good Business Ability can secure Lucrative Employment" read the letterhead, which
had a large logo of "The Saturn
Scope". The 1902 college Christmas vacation period had been
"bad weather", but many of the
boys (no mention of female
employees) cleared thirty to sixty
dollars in two weeks. Newcomers
in January 1903 were reporting 17
to 27 orders per day. No doubt
some future marketing managers
got started here!

Off the Shelf
The "Brady of the West" - so
reads the jacket of Before Barbed
Wire (by Mark H. Brown and W.R.
Felton) in describing frontier photographer L.A. Huffman of Miles
City, Montana. Some 124 photographs from the famous Huffman originals give graphic life to
the text by the authors. Although
they are not shown as stereographs, the historical value and
superior pictorial quality are there
in every one.
Laton Alton Huffman went to
Fort Keogh, Montana Territory, to
apply for position as post photographer in 1878. His early pictures
were taken with a stereoscopic
camera (five-by-eight-inch wet
plates; later he used a dry plate).
Huffman fell in love with the life
of the open west and was an early
rancher in the days before barbed
wire fenced in the Montana
ranges. Only he "as one of them"
could portray early life on the
plains in such an effective, candid
manner. orr
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e NSA m ember Jack

n died in April at the

age of 69. One of the organization's more active members, he
handled the catalog reprint service at one time and worked
with T.K. Treadwell on the volume of stereoview back lists.
Until 1991 he served, with his
wife Pat, as a director of the
Eastern Midwest Region of the
NSA. In 1982 he compiled, with
Les Woelflin, the first cumulative index to Stereo World, covering volum es 1 through 8. He
served as t reasurer for the NSA
n,ational cconvention in Cincinn,ati in 19t38. Needless to say,
bc~ t his
.. h. friendly personality
ana nis generous service to the
1 will be missed. om
a:
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Flensburg Germany
by Bill C. Walton

T

he then view, titled "Flensburg,
as seen during an outing by the
Red Gate", was made by Friedrich
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Brandt in 1864, according to the
city Museum in Flensburg. In this
view we are looking north. The

church is St. Nikolai, and its
steeple caught fire and burned in
1877 and was replaced by one of a

different design. The Red Gate
(Rothenthore on the label), located
in the buildings in the center of
the view, was the southern gate to
the city. It was torn down in 1874
because it was badly in need of
repair and was a traffic hindrance.
Brandt apparently made this view
from the railroad tracks which
make a bend to the north just to
the right (east) of where this view
was made. The road on the left is
Schleswigstrasse.
The now view, which I made in
1988, is about the same distance
from the church as Brandt's then

view, but from a different angle looking down Schleswigstrasse. I
made it just north of where
Schleswigstr goes over the railroad
tracks. That intersection is about
30 feet behind me. I walked the
railroad tracks to see if I could see
the church from where Brandt
made his view, but all I could see
were the backs of buildings and
trees.
I have a close connection to
Flensburg. This is where my wife
Krys lived when we met in 1949.
Brandt is considered to be the
pioneer photographer of the Ger-

man state of Schleswig-Holstein.
He was one of four photographers
who covered the Prussian-Austrian/Danish War of 1864. At least
two of them, he and a fellow
named Junod made stereographs
of this conflict. Brandt is also noted for doing a series of photographs, including stereos, of the
Bruggeman Alter in the Cathedral
of Schleswig. This series of photographs was sold in the BergasThamlingschen Bookstore in
Schleswig from 1865 until 1945,
which must be some sort of a sales
record. m

Random Circle Stereo

Inspired by the accidental fusibility of some rings in an illustration in the May '92 issue
of Scientific American, NSA member Sol Steinberg fired up his computer again, generating this "SIRCS" (single image random circle stereogram). By keeping all the circles in horizontal lines, only the spacing needs to be varied to produce a deep exageration of the
"wallpaper" effect. As many rows as desired may be included, and the spacing can be
altered to produce an infinite variety of images.
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Wew-Master
The Tomy/View-Master Story
H

ave you ever seen a Japanese
View-Master blisterpack and
wondered where it came from?
Chances are, it came from Tomy.
In early 1982, View-Master began
working with the Tomy Toy Company developing a series of ViewMaster packets for the Japanese
market. These packets were manufactured and assembled for Tomy
at the Portland View-Master plant
for distribution in Japan.
Disney characters, being popular
worldwide, were the first packets
commissioned by Tomy. There
were 18 Disney packets produced
and they were given the packet
series designation "Do. All of these
packets were reproductions of
existing packets in the established
U.S. View-Master line with each
"D" packet corresponding to an
existing U.S. packet number.

Tomy US

Packet Packet
D-1
8528
D-2 J29
D-3
B525
8529
D-4
D-5
K69
D-6
B318
D-7
B308
8400
D-8
D-9 J60
D-10 B372
D-11 B362
D-12 8532
D-13 B315
D-14
D-15
D-16
D-17
D-18
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Mickey Mouse
Mickey Mouse Jubilee
Donald Duck
Pluto
Snow White
Cinderella
Sleeping Beauty
Bambi
Dumbo
Peter Pan
Winnie The Pooh
101 Dalmations
Pinocchio, Lady & Tramp,
Snow White
B517 Disney on Parade
K5
Disneyland-Fantasyland
K2
Disneyland-Frontierland
Disneyland-Adventureland
K4
K1
Disneyland-Main Street USA
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A scene of the famous bullet train from Tomy packet V-1

At the same time as the packets
were being developed, View-Master designed an inset used in the
molding process to emboss the
Tomy name on the front of the
Model L viewer. The viewer was
accompanied by a demo reel
depicting seven scenes from the

Disneyland packets (reel #002693). The first viewers made for
Tomy were the same as the U.S.
version; red with an orange plastic
lever plate. The Japanese wanted
their product to be aimed at an
older audience and commissioned
a different viewer to be made.

Although still made from the
Model L mold, the final version of
the Tomy viewer is black with silver overprint and a red plastic
lever plate.
In early 1983, seven new packets
were introduced in the Tomy line
of View-Master products. Three of
these packets were classic fairy
tales and were given the series designation "M". The other four packets depicted various scenes of animals and were given the designation "A". Once again, all of these
packets were copies df existing U.S.
packets.

scenes of major Japanese train stations. There is an excellent closeup of the front end of the bullet
train and another of the interior
control panel.
Packet V-2 also has great railroad
scenes but the images this time
show a variety of steam trains.
Some are live shots as the train
travels through a scenic portion of
the Japanese countryside. Other
shots are of classic steam trains on
display in various locations
throughout Japan.
Packet V-3 brings us photos of
Japanese police cars and fire trucks.
While the police cars are shown
"on display" the fire trucks and
emergency vehicles are seen in live
action 3-D scenes, and bring us a
sense of the real life drama the firefighters see everyday.
Packet V-4 is titled Working Vehicles. Reel A depicts several types of
Japanese trucks - garbage, mail,
oil, etc. Reel B shows construction
vehicles such as bulldozers and
cranes. Reel C has scenes of all
kinds of busses and even shows a
Japanese Greyhound bus.
A packet highlighting Charlie
Brown was proposed but never
developed and a cartoon packet of
Ultra Man was given the designation C-1 but was never produced.
In 1985, the last of the Tomy
packets were released. Series "T"
was assigned to the newest pack-

ets; Tokyo Disneyland. The pictures on these reels were taken at
the then new Disneyland theme
park outside of Tokyo. There were
three packets especially developed
for sale in Japan only: T-1 Tokyo
Disneyland, T-2 Tokyo Fantasyland, and T-3 Tokyo Adventureland.
After 1985 no new packets were
developed. Production of the existing packets ceased and an end
came to the TomyIView-Master
connection.
An interesting fact about the
Tomy blisterpacks is that they used
Japanese children on the back of
the packet to hold the viewer and
reels. Seldom are these packets
seen in the U.S. because they were
intended for sale in Japan, and
very few made their way back
across the Pacific. The fact that
they were produced, once again, is
evidence of the love of View-Mas-

View-Masterwill plr ay a large I role at
this year's NSA convention in Fort
Wayne, Indiana Augusr 14-10. desides
a large display of Viav-Master viewers
and other equipment ftom the collection of Mary Ann and WolfgangSell,
this year's guest speaker at the Awards
:vans, Din'ctor
Banquet wil
it for View.-Masof Product C
ter Ideal inc.

-

Tomy US
Packet Packet
M-1
M-2
M-3
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4

1

B360
B361
B410
B614
B618
A765
8619

Alice in Wonderland
Wizard of OZ
Mother Goose Rhymes
Wild Animals of the World
Wild Animals of Africa
Great Adventure Safari
Prehistoric Animals

A new demo reel was also produced at this time (reel #004-375).
Later in 1983, four new packets
were produced depicting various
vehicles. Given a series designation "V" these four packets were
developed for the Japanese market
and were only released in Japan.
Packet V-1 shows 21 scenes of
the Japanese bullet train. Excellent
3-D images depict everything from
the interior of the train to various

I
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3-D CATALOG. Super rare, ultra-cool anaglyph~c
posters created by award-w~nn~ng
Apartment
3-0. Unlike anyth~ngyou've seen! $1.00 for 12
page catalog. Apartment 3-D, 1009 S. Berry
Rd., St. Louis, MO 63122.

POSTCARDS AND STEREOSCOPIC CARDS sent
by mall order. I have several thousand stereo
cards and over 100,000 postcards, both views
and topics. Send me your want list. Rich Spedding, 22 Tanglewood Rd., Sterling, MA 01564.

"TOUR OF THE WORLD", complete set Keystone
Stereograph~cset 1200 cards. Some sets never
opened. Best offer, we have the right to refuse
any offer made. (817) 444-7035 or (817) 2371181.

3-D VIEW-MASTER REELS: 70 titles to choose
from. Bible characters, National Parks, Foreign
Countries, Wild Animals & more. Some custom
made selections. Christian & Scenic Pub., R. 8,
Dept SW, Bloomfield, IA 52537.

Q-VU PRINT MOUNTS simplify mounting stereo
views. Sample kit $5, includes mounted view.
Black, gray or rainbow $371100 ppd. Also,
Kinglnn 2% x 2% viewers and mounts. Q-VU,
817 East 8th, Holtville, CA 92250.

28 WWI VIEWS: $35. 1952 Realist ad $3.50,
Revere lens, shutter plate, fits Wollensak $25.,
Brumberger focusing, lighted viewer $35., wood
trays for Realist slides, 7 for $40. Art Faner,
#I01 1961 Center, Salem, OR 97301.

REALIST ST-2 mounting kit, includes cutter, sorting box, etc., Exc., $75; ST-41 f3.5 stereo camera, Exc.+ in Exc. case, $125; Same, small lens
cover chip, otherwise Exc., (no case) $90; ST61 viewer, Exc.+ in original box. $85; Same, no
box, $75; ST-70 AC transformer, clips inside
battery viewer. Power unit has been replaced
with a View-Master unit, works fine, $12; ViewMaster "A" viewer with original instructions in
tattered bottom half of original box, a bit
warped but otherwise Exc.+, $15; Tru Vue first
model viewer, mint- in original box, $20. Mark
Willke, 200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR 97225.
(503) 297-7653.

VIEW-MASTER blister and old style scenics,
nature, Disney and children's packets. 40 page
catalog containing information about View-Master Collector's Association. Worldwide Slides,
Dept. SW, 7427 Washburn, Minneapolis, MN
55423.

ALMOST NEW Toshiba 3-D camcorder with extra
pair of Toshiba LCD glasses (with ND filter
removed carefully, for greater brightness). $825
+ shipping. Dick Buchroeder, 8 S. Bella Vista
Dr., Tucson, AZ 85745, (602) 884-9800.
ARTHUR GIRLING'S "Stereo Drawing - A Theory
of 3-D vision and its Application to Stereo
Drawing" 100 pages hardbound 8 M" x 12".
Stereo photographers are finding that the book
applies equally to stereo photography and Is a
mine of information on methods of making 3-D
pictures and viewing them. Written in non-technical language and profusely illustrated with
B&W drawings and also 11 pages of superb
anaglyphs, thls book is a must for the serious
stereoscopist. Now available from the NSA
Book Service, 4201 Nagle Road, Bryan, TX
77801. Price including postage: $19 USAICanada. Overseas add $2 surface. $4 air.
EARLY 1900s NUDES in 3-D! Nine quality reproduced Realist slides only $18. A fraction of the
cost of the originals! Famous 3-D Dreams
Bathing Beauties catalog is always free! 3 - 0
Dreams, Box 1441, Orem, UT 84059-1441.
HOLOGRAMS by internationally recognized artist.
These beautiful, large (12" x 16") art works are
visible in sunlight or halogen, perfect for display. Incredible stereoscopy and good investment. Prices from $850. For details, please call
Bruce Evans (519) 538-1 102.
ILLUMINATOR ATTACHMENT: Fits all Holmes
type stereo viewers without alteration. Red velvet trim repair kits also available. Send LSASE
for details. K&B Services, 5016 Mt. Zion Rd.,
Frederick, MD 21702.
JOHN WALDSMITH'S "Stereo Views, An Illustrated History and Price Guide" available signed
from the author, $22.95 softbound or $34.95
hardbound, add $2.95 postage and handling.
Mastercard and VISA accepted. John Waldsmith, PO Box 191, Sycamore, OH 44882.
NIMSLO ACCESSORY LENSES: Close-up & infinity focus - from StereoType, PO Box 1637, Florence, OR 97439.
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STEREO REALIST, $92. Nishika camera, new,
never used, in original boxes, $100. each
Include $4 for postage. I'm looking for East
Saginaw And Saginaw stereo views and postcards. Darren Nemeth, 1924 Bra-Mar, Saginaw,
MI 48602.
STEREO REALIST F2.8 wlcase, Mint $400.00.
Stereo Realist f3.5 wlcase & flash $174.00. TDC
Stereo Project-or-View (needs service) $175.00.
Talking View-Master projector (original
unopened carton) $50.00, View-Master RearScreen projector (original carton, never used)
$45.00, View-Master 300w Proj. (Stock # 2447original carton, never used) $30.00. Send SASE
for list of View-Master Packets & Reels for sale.
Charley Van Pelt1424 E. Mountain St., Glendale, CA 91 207.
STEREO VIEW CARDS - Large collection, U.S. &
foreign, children, Niagara Falls, Yellowstone,
Kilburn, Yosemite, Box sets. etc. (913) 9643360.
TDC 116 PROJECTOR, $310.00 (26 Ibs), TDC
716 projector, $365.00 (26 Ibs), Kodak Stereo,
$95.00 wlcase, Delta Stereo (shutter sticks)
$40.00 wlcase. Add UPS (overage refunded),
No Personal Checks. Rick Adams, 1 S. 560
Lorang, Elburn, lL 60119, (708) 557-2496.
TDC VIVID 716 PROJECTOR with Selectron
changer and case. Ex condition. $495 + ship.
Alexander Kruedener, 161 East 89 St. 4E, NY,NY
10128, (212) 831-0662.
THREE DIMENSIONAL NUDES, uncut, u-mount
to your format. 24 exposures, approximately 19
slides, $30. Sheer Fantasy Newsletter, sample
$.50. $21. yearly sub., 12 issues. The Snap
Shoppe, 1871 SW 37th Terrace, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312.

VIEW-MASTER REELS galore. Please send long
SASE for list t o Jean G. Poulot, 2036 N.
Willamette Blvd.. Portland. OR 97217.
VIEW-MASTER STEREO-MATIC 500 projector,
complete with case. 3 inch lens version.
Appears good working order except serious
fraying on power cord, and minor staining of
case. $225 wlshipping, (303) 667-2640.

1939 NEW YORK WORLDS FAIR by Rogers &
Rogers 99 vlews w ~ t hor~g~nal
vlewer & wood
g
Am look~ngfor
box, w ~ t hflyer l ~ s t ~ nvlews
boxed set of (Southern) Afr~ca.Alan Young, 404
Westlea Dr., Westf~eld,IN 46074.
AUSTRALIAN VIEWS and vintage 3-D comics
wanted to trade for U.S. views (or cash). Wide
range available. All letters answered. Warren
Srnythe, 258 Cumberland Rd., Auburn, NSW
2144 Australia.
WATER ST., Agusta, ME; City Hall Fountain,
Detroit; Grace Church, Charleston, SC; Hillsdale
College, Michigan. Trade for Rochester, Portage
or Western NY. Jim Olin, 116 Lakeshore Dr.,
Hilton, NY 14468.

ANAGLYPH 3-D BOOKS rnagazlnes cards promo-ltems from 1890s-1950s, 1950s 8rnrnl
16mm 3-0 movles (I e Bolex 16mm 3-0 dealer
d e m o - f ~ l m& 8mm 3 - 0 ' T r u - L ~ f eThr~lls"),
1950s Stereo-Reallst 3-D dealer-d~splay
wllent~cularpromos, Color-Vectographs, 1925
"telev~ew"3-0 movle souvenlr program, 1950s
Ston-V~ew3-D sl~deset "Terra, Land ~nSpace",
1950s Stereo-Reallst "Bwana Devll", etc 3-D
promo sl~des,V~ew-Master3-D Mov~ePrev~ew
Reels & "Castles of Bavaria", "Ontar~oPLace,
Toronto" packets; 1920s-1950s souvenlr 3-D
movle vlewers, promo-ltems & movle posters
to 3-0 cartoons and shorts, rare 3-D novelty
vlewers & stanhopes, color-t~ntedstereo vlews
wlstereo viewers as subject matter; Osaka Expo
p
'70 Pan-Pet 3-D souvenlr f ~ l m s t r ~Jerry
Ehardt, PO Box 3425, Centerllne, MI 48015, call
(313) 758-6418 evenlngs Will buyltrade for

ANYTHING INVOLVING CARL0 PONTI. Stereo
cards, cartes-de-vlsite, Pontioscopes, Megalethoscope slides and Megalethoscopes. Also
Alethoscopes, lves Kromscope slides and Kaleidoscopes. Sidney Malitz, Box KH, Scarsdale, NY
10583, (914) 636-3367 evenings.

FLORIDA STEREOS of hlstorlcal value, especially
Tallahassee, Tampa and Gainesville. Pr~ceand
describe or send on approval, highest prices
paid for pre-1890 views. No St.Augustine. Hendriksen, PO Box 21 153, Kennedy Space Center,
FL 32815.

BELPLASCA camera, close-up attachment, viewer wanted. Contact Rafael Montalvo, PO Box 26B-80, Los Angeles, CA 90026 or (818) 9514670.

FOR COPYING: Miners' Bank, Pottsville, PA.,
1860s-1870s views. Herbert Mitchell, 601 W.
113th St., Apt. 8-H, New York, NY 10025, (212)
932-8667.

B R I T AND HELLER. Any images by Peter Britt
or Louis Heller. Mautz, PO Box 9, Brownsville,
CA 95919.

HANOVER, PA stereo views. Any views by P.S.
and H.E. Weaver or C.J. Tyson of Gettysburg.
John Richter, 34 South St., Hanover, PA 17331,
(71 7) 637-71 54.

BROKEN STEREO REALIST cameras and viewers
wanted for parts and renovation. Any condition.
Please contact J i m McDonough, 20 East
Auburn Road, Hooksett, NH 03106, (603) 6236876.
CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD stereographs (also
Union Pacific): Alfred A. Hart, C.E. Watkins, A.J.
Russell, Houseworth, Savage, Muybridge,
Pond, Reilly & others. Dr. James Winter, 15145
Mulholland Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90077,
(8181 784-061 9. Fax (8181784-1 039.
CENTRAL PARK, NY - Prospect Park, Brooklyn:
All stereo views. photos, 1850-1930. Herbert
Mitchell, 601 W. 113th St., Apt. 8-H, New York,
NY 10025, (212) 932-8667.
COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (Cased, stereo, Cdv, Cabinet & large
paper). Bill Lee, 8658 S. Gladiator Way, Sandy,
UT 84094. Specialties: Western, Locomotives,
photographers, Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt.
Exoeditions. S h i ~ s Utah
.
& Occuoational.
COLORADO AND WESTERN: Collect, buy, sell &
trade. 19th century images-stereos, cabinets,
cdv, large photographs, real photo post cards
and negatives. Specialties: Locomotives, trains,
towns, street scenes, and occupational. David
S. Digerness, 4953 Perry st:. Denver, CO
8021 2-2630.
CONTURA STEREO CAMERA or pre-1900 bellows stereo cameras. Dave Gorski, 244 Cutler
St., Waukesha, WI. 53186 or eves. (414) 5423069.
DEFECTIVE 35MM stereo cameras wanted for
stereo camera collection - no parts missing. G
Niederhaus, Schneiderstr. 5, 4800 Bielefeld 1,
Germany.
EDMUND L. WILSON, Photographs in all formats. Also issues of Philadelphia Photographer,
any publication with Wilson as author or editor.
Buy or trade. James Jensen, 1320 Noyes,
Evanston, IL 60201.
As part of their membersh
are offered fie e use of clas sified advertising.
inn
Members ma),.,co
,
,
,,
,
, " ~ r dper
s year, divided into three ads with a maximum of 35
words per ad. Additional words and additional ads may be inserted at the rate of 2 0 ~
per word. Please include payments with ads.
We cannot provide billings. Deadline is the
first day of the month precedingpttblication
date. Send ads to the Notional Stereoscopic
Association, PO. Box 14801, Columbus,
OH43214, or call (419) 927, 2930. A rate
sheet for display ads is available upon
request. (Please send SASL

..,,

HURST'S STEREOSCOPIC STUDIES of Natural
History number 54 "Belted King-fisher". J.D.
Laird, 6808 Lakecrest Ct., Fort Wayne, IN
46815.
I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereo views,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2331 E.
Del Rio Dr., Tempe, AZ 85282.
ILLINOIS AND MISSOURI views of street scenes
and identified public buildings wanted to buy or
trade. Can use most Illinois views except Chicago. Philip Germann, Box 195, Quincv. IL 62306.
ITALIAN IMAGES, early views, all genre. Wanted
for Alinari Museum. Send SASE to: Andrea ole
Polo, 64 Wake Robin, W. Henrietta, NY 14586,
(716) 344-9031.
JOHN H. FOUCH. Any photograph wanted; top
prices paid. James Brust, 1907 Rapallo Place,
San Pedro, CA 90732.
-

L. HENSEL or Masterson views of Pennsylvania
and NY. Also want Alaska, Yukon views, post
cards, books, photos, etc. and views of
Charlevoix, Grand Rapids, MI. Wood, Box
22165, Juneau, AK 99802, (907) 586-6748.
LONG ISLAND, NY collector seeking stereo views
and real photograph post cards of Long Island.
I answer all letters and pay postage. Good
material seldom refused. Joe Trapani, 611 Haig
Street. Baldwin. NY 11510.

OCEAN GROVE, NJ, and Ocean Grove Camp
Meetlng stereo views, by G.W. Pach, Stauffer,
Hill, Anthony. Also, any Ocean Grove souvenirs
& memorabilia. Jim Lindemuth, 94 Mt. Carmel
Way, Ocean Grove, NJ 07756, (908) 755-0035.
PLEASE SEND SELL LISTS of Tru-Vue, ViewMaster reels, stereo cards, also paying $1.00
each for Raumbild stereo views of Nazi Germany, etc. Dennis Vance, 5513 Hwy 73-E, Concord, NC 28025, (704) 786-2234.
RAUMBILD STEREO BOOKS WANTED! These are
German books with 6 x 13 cm paper views in
pockets in the thick covers. David Starkman, PO
Box 2368, Culver City, CA 90231. Tel: (310)
837-2368 or Fax: (310) 558-1 653.
REALIST CUSTOM or Belplasca. Dennis Selwa,
(619) 274-6431.
REPAIRS on my TDC 716 slide carrier or a new
one. Roger May, Box 1271, G.V., CA 95945.
SCHREIBER & SONS of Philadelphia. Any 3-D or
2-D views sought f o r family collection of
descendant. Jeffery W. Prichard, 755 W. Lancaster Ave., Strafford, PA 19087.
SCRANTON, PA and Carbondale, PA views wanted. Especially any showing streetcars. Charles
Wrobleski, 206 Green St., Clark's Green, PA
18411.
SHAKER PHOTOS. All formats. Please send
Xerox copy with price to: Richard Brooker, 16
Fishkill Ave.. Cold Spring. NY 10516.
STEREO DAGUERREOTYPES: All kinds, all
nations & subjects. Any condition. Ken Appollo,
PO Box 241, Rhinecliff, NY 12574, (914) 8765232.
STEREO REALIST brand slide cases/chestslfiles
in Exc. or better condition. Also looking for Baja
stereo slide caseslchestslfiles with drawers
marked "Versafile". Mark Willke, 200 SW 89th
Ave., Portland, OR 9725 (503) 297-7653.
STEREO VIEWS OF BRITAIN in the following categories: Country houses, occupationals, amateur views, views of famous people and events,
and views made anywhere in Leicestershire
(including the Anthony group). Contact Tom
Rogers, 1111 12th Street, Huntsville, TX 77340.

-- -

MIDGETSIFREAKS, Post Mortem stereo views &
other photo formats. Send photocoptes & price
to: Mike Zohn, 14 Willben Lane, Plainview, NY
11803.
MILWAUKEE, WISC. stereo views from any photographer, also regular images, dags, tins or
whatever of Milw. street scenes. Dave Gorski,
244 Cutler St., Waukesha, WI. 53186. FAX (414)
542-9730 or call eves. (414) 542-3069.
MUYBRIDGE VIEWS. Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3 Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 60 Pinto
Lane, Novato, CA 94947.
NANTUCKET ISLAND, MA. stereo views and/or
pictures, turn of the century or earlier, especially J. Freeman's series. Contact Bob Weeks, 16
Newman Way, Arlington. MA 02174.

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF MAGICIANS, human
marvels, exhibitionists. I'm hoping to eventually
write a monograph on this topic. Terry Roses.
2715 ~effersonSt., Duluth, MN 55812, (218)
724-1 21 7.
ULYSSES S. GRANT photographs, any format.
Doesn't matter if prominent or in background.
Please send Xerox copy w i t h price. I am
researching all known photographs. Do you
have any? Jim Bultema, 1634 El Verano, Thousand Oaks, CA 91362, (805) 497-8381.
VIEWS FROM ANY OF THE RAUMBILD-VERLAG
series, especially the military issues. Also older
V-M reels, not cartoons. Send lists. Vance, 5513
Hwy 73-E, Concord, NC 28025.
WEST VIRGINIA stereo views. Views by Anderson, Bishop Bros., W. Chase, Kilburn, Kirk &
McGarry among others. Send photocopies and
price. Tom Prall, Rt. 3, Box 146, Apt. 6, Buckhannon, WV 26201. rrcr
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(IN)

August 9

18th Annual McJon Photo Flea Market, Ft.
Wayne, IN. Contact Steve Renninger, McJon
Photo, 3420 N. Wells St., Ft. Wayne, IN 46808.
FAX 1-219-482-6555. Call 1-219-482-4405.

August 9

July 18-19

July 19

(OH)

The Cleveland Photographic Historical Society
of the Western Reserve Camera & Photo
Show. Day's Inn, North Randall, OH. Contact
PHSWR, Box 21174 S. Euclid, OH 44121. Call
216-232-1 827.

July 19

(GA)

Atlanta Camera Show & Sale, Marriott Hotel
Northwest, 1-75 North &Windy Hill Road,
Atlanta. Contact Atlanta Camera Shows, Box
360033, Decatur, GA 30036. Call 404-9872773.

July 19

(IL)

Chicaaoland's Camera & Photo Show. Holidav
Inn, l k k a , IL. Contact Photo Show, BOX 761:
Grayslake, IL 60030. Call 708-223-5190.

July 19

(NJ)

The Meadowlands Photofair & Sale, Meadowlands Hilton, Secaucus, NJ. Contact Tri-State
Fairs, 201 -533-1 991.

July 19

(CA)

Buena Park Camera Swap Meet, Sequoia Club,
7530 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park, CA. Call
714-786-6644 or 786-8183.

July 25-26

(MA)

30th Boston Photorama USA, Armenian Cultural Center, 47 nichols Ave., Watertown
(Boston), MA. Contact Contact Photorama
USA, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods,
MI 48236. Call 313-884-2242.

July 26

(MD)

The Capital Photofair & Sale, Armory Place,
925 Wayne Ave., Silver Springs, MD. Contact
Tri-State Fairs, 201 -533-1 991.

July 26

(NJ)

Nottingham Camera Show & Sale, Knottingham Ballroom, 200 MErcer St., Hamilton SO.,
NJ. Call 201-838-4301

July 26

(CA)

Culver City Camera Show & Sale, Veterans
Memorial Auditorium, 41 17 Overland Ave, Culver City, CA. Contact Anton at Bargain Camera
Shows, Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA 90409.
Call 310-396-9463.

August 2

(CAI

Pasadena Camera Show & Sale, Pasadena Elks
Lodge, Pasadena CA. Contact Anton at Bargain
Camera Shows, Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA
90409. Call 310-396-9463.

August 2

(Nn

The Cherry Hill Photofair & Sale, Holiday Inn,
Cherry Hill, NJ. Call Tri-State Fairs, 201 -5331991.

August 8

WA)

8th Seattle Camera Show & Sale, Radisson
Hotel, 17001 Pacific Highway South (Sea-Tac).
Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave.,
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call 313884-2242.
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(CA)

Buena Park Camera Swao Meet (see Julv. 19).
,

I

September 13

(NJ)

Second Sunday Camera Show, Firemans Hall,
Parish Drive, Wayne, NJ. Contact Second Sunday Camera Shows, 25 Leary Ave., Bloomingdale, NJ 07403. Call 201-838-4301.

August 9

September 13

(OR)

September 13
September 19-20

(PA)

September 19-20

(IN)

September 20

(FL)

(IL)

September 20

(CA)

September 26

(CAI

September 26-27

(MI)

September 27

(GA)

October 4

(WI)

Milwaukee Camera Show & Sale, Holiday InnAirport, Milwaukee, WI. Contact Fantastic Photo Flea Market, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse
Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call 313-884-2242.

September 12-13

October 10

September 13
Buena Park Camera Swap Meet (see July 19).

(CAI

San Diego Camera Show & Sale, Al Bahr
Shrine Temple, San Diego, CA. Contact Anton
at Bargain Camera Shows, Box 5352, Santa
Monica, CA 90409. Call 310-396-9463.

(TX)

10th Dallas Camera Show, Dallas Convention
Center. Contact Donald Puckett, 1106 Graham
Ave.#206, Dallas, TX 75223. Call 214-8241581.

(OH)

The Columbus. Ohio Paoer Fair, Vetrans
Memorial Convention center, Columbus, OH.
Contact Columbus Productions, Inc., 3280
Riverside Drive, Suite 18, Columbus, OH
43221. Call 614-459-7469.

-

September 12

(VA)

Barone Camera Swap Meet, Holiday Inn Crystal City, Arlington, VA. Contact Camera Swap
Meet, Barone & Co., Box 18043, Oxon Hill, MD
20745. Call 703-768-2231.

Labor Day Sunday -Atlanta Camera Show &
Sale, Marriott Hotel Gwinnett Place. Contact
Atlanta Camera Shows, Box 360033, Decatur,
GA 30036. Call 404-987-2773.
-

(TX)

Photographic Collectors of Houston 32nd
Semi-Annual Houston Camera Show & Sale,
Holiday Inn Hobby Airport. Contact Leonard M.
Hart. Box 70226, Houston, TX 77270. Call
713-868-9606.

30th Detroit Photorama USA, Dearborn Civic
Center, Dearborn, MI. Contact Photorama
USA, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods,
MI 48236. Call 313-884-2243.

September 6

(CAI

Riverside Camera Show & Sale, National
Guard Armory, Riverside, CA. Contact Anton at
Bargain Camera Shows, Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA 90409. Call 310-396-9463.

Summer Photo Fair, Santa Clara Co. Fairgrounds, San Jose, CA. Contact Photo Fair,
Box 32932, San Jose, CA 95152. Call 408251 -9197, FAX X408-251-9197.

August 29-30

(IL)

Chicagoland's Camera & Photo Show (see July
19).

Santa Barbara Camera Show, Earl Warren
Show-grounds, Santa Barbara, CA. Contact Bill
Bagnall, 714-786-6644 or 786-8183.

August 29-30

(CAI

Long Beach Camera Show & Sale, "round tower" Holiday Inn, 2640 Lakewood Blvd., Long
Beach, CA. Contact Anton at Bargain Camera
Shows, Box 5352, Santa Monica. CA 90409.
Call 310-396-9463.

Chicagoland's Camera & Photo Show (See
July 19).

August 23

(TX)

6th San Antonio Camera Show, Seven Oaks
Hotel, 1400 Austin Hwy, San Antonio, TX. Contact Donald Puckett, 1106 Graham Ave. #206,
Dallas, TX 75223. Call 214-824-1 581.

Titusville Summer Camera Show, Quality Inn,
1-95 & Rt. 50. Contact Tom Bonaccorso, 5013
Santa Barbara Ave., Titusville, FL 32780. Call
407-267-8343.

August 23

(OH)

Akron-Cleveland Camera Show & Model
Shoot, Holiday Inn Coliseum, Richfield, OH.
Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave.,
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call 313884-2242.

NSA 1992 CONVENTION, GRAND WAYNE
CENTER. FORT WAYNE. INDIANA. Contact
NSA, Box 398, Sycamore, OH 44882. Call 419927-2930.

August 15

(NJ)

Second Sunday Camera Show (see August 9).

Pennsylvania Photographic Historical Society,
Inc. Foto Flea Market, Allegheny Valley Holiday
Inn, Blawnox, PA. Contact Mrs. Jane M. Tarr,
210 Ninth St., Oakmont, PA 15139. Call 412828-9487 or 828-9285.

August 14-16

(IL)

Chicago Fantastic Camera Show, Hyatt
Regency-Woodfield, Schaumburg, IL. Contact
Fantastic Photo Flea Market, 20219 Mack Ave.,
Grosse Pointe Woods. MI 48236. Call 313884-2242.

Portland Camera Show & Sale, Best Western
Aladdin Inn, 10 N. Weidler, Portland, OR. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave.,
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call 313884-2242.

August 9

(CAI

2nd Marin Camera Show & Sale, Holiday Inn,
1010 Northgate Dr., San Rafael, CA. contact
Carney & Co., 231 Market Place, Ste. 379, San
Ramon, CA 94583. Call 510-828-1797.

1

I

October 11

(IL)

The Big Camera & Image Show, Chicago ~ h o :
tographic Collectors Society, Holiday Inn
O'HarelKennedv. Rosemont, II. Contact Jim
Mayer, 708-323-4427.

I

(vA)

October 11

DC Antique Photographic lmage Show, No
Cameras, Rosslyn Westpark Hotel, 1900 N. Ft.
Myer Dr., Arlington, VA. Contact Russell Norton, Box 1070, New Haven, CT 06504. Call
203-562-7800.

Boston Antique
Photo Show

(Nv)

October 11

"The#I Antique Photo lmage

Henderson Nevada Camera Swap Meet, Convention Center, Henderson, NV. Call 702-2935314.

October 1 7

Show in the NEW

5 0 tables of stereoviews, CDV's,
Daguerreotypes, photographs, etc.

(TN)

Nashville Fantastic Photo Flea Market, Wilson
Hall, Tennessee State Fair Grounds, Nashville,
TN. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack
Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call
313-884-2243.

Sunday
*I' 8 October, 1992

+e+G**

IOAM - 5 P M
Public Admission $5

Westford Regency Hotel
1-495 exlt 3 2
Westford, MA

NSA Plug

Preview Admission 8:30 AM $20
DC Show: 1 1 October

Spring Baton Show: ZE March, 1993

Managed by Russell Norton
PO Box 1070
New Haven, CT 06504
(203) 562-7800

II

June 1;7-19

c3
NSA

National
stereoscopic
Assoclatlon

P.O. Box 14801
Columbus, OH 43214

NSA View-Master
3-Reel Packet
Still Available!
ention. ti on.

Reel C is a collectioin of scenes
from several View-hlaster 'D R"
and Plant Tour reels.
'ackets a]re $6.00including
lostage from NSA, Box 398,
Sycamore, OH 44882

-

I1 PRECISION FOLDING STEREO VIEWER I
For all standard
slides
Realist 3D stereo slides.
Glass or cardboard
mounted. ~
Folds
o l d sflat,
weighs only 1 oz.
Prepaid minimum order
$10.00. Add $1.OO for
shipping and handling.

.

FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE.
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

1 9 9 3Sian Diegc>,CA
Aug. 1:3-15
Milwaukee, WI

$22 a year
from

.x**....l
1\TC A rn*.
ailllual L V J ~

H U ~ 14-16
.

1994-

THREE REEL PACKET

Still only

Ree!ls A & B contain Iscenes from
sonne of the programIS presented
at NSA PORTLAND 8!3, the 15th

Upcon
nal
NSA Convennons
Forr way

of
3-D Photography
Then & Now,
in

L ! e1a5'

Eighth Annual Huntsville Photo Flea Market,
Von Braun Civic Center, Huntsville, Al. Contact
Southerlands Photo, 2357 Whitesburg Drive,
Huntsville, Al 35801. Call 205-539-9627.

Ctereo World and the ~ ~ ~ v w e r e
>given some delightfully positive
(if all too rare) exposure in the
-lune,. '92 issue of Camera & Darkroom magazine. The lead item in
Randolph Heard's "Grab Shots"
column, titled "A 3-D World"
updates readers on currently available stereo equipment and sources
and includes a full Keystone view
(No. 25682, "How Milk is Delivered in a Netherlands Town") as
well as the cover of the Nov./Dec.
'86 Stereo World. The column's text
includes a brief description of SW1s
content and the NSA address,
along with addresses for the ISU
and the PSA Stereo Division. (Now
if some of the other mainstream
photography magazines would
provide their own readers with
similar valuable information ....)
For back issues or subscription
information, contact Camera &
Darkroom, PO Box 16928, N. Hollywood, CA 91615 or call 818-7608983. m

Explore
the World

&d'

(AL)

October 18

-

THIRD ANNUAL FALL

800-223-6694

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.
ACCEPTE;
MINIMUM ORDER $20.00

I

TAYLOR MERCHANT CORP. 212 West 35th Street New ~ o r k . 10001
.~~

1
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DURABILITY
FYL
* '* - "

(

.

The Great Pyramid

The Schlage Lock

Designed to preserve

Designed to provide

the pharoah's body

security foryou and all ofyour

andfurnishings essential for

earthly goods. Built to last

eternal life and to

virtually the lZfe of the building.

protect the precious contents

Schlage, for the past

fiom the outside

6 0 y e a n , the symbol of quality

world forever.

and durability.

Stereo Symbolism- This ad from the Schlage Lock Company appeared on the back cover of a
recent issue of a professional magazine. The unusual graphic use of a stereo view was noticed
by NSA member Nicholas Graver. While not in competition with the pyramids, stereo~raphs
like the one used here have proven to be at least as durable as many of the best locks. Those
attempting to fuse the images on this card will find a durable demonstration of retinal rivalry.
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ARCHIVAL SLEEVES: clear 2.5 mll Polv~ro~vlene
CDV 31
' 8' x 4'10
CDV bOLYESTJR (>-mil)
POSTCARD (3'14' X S3/4/13

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
50:
25:
25:
per
10:
per
10:

435'

STEREO 3 1'4' x 7
STEREO b O L Y E S k R
CABINET (4 'Is' x 7')
S"x7"
BOUDOIR (5'1s" x 8'1t3
8" x 10"
11" x 14"
16" x 20" (unsealed flap)

$7

case of 1000:
case of 1000:
$8
case of 1000:
$8
case of 1000:
$9
case of 1000:
2-mil $12 or 3-mil
$10 case of 1000:
$7
case of 200:
$6
case of 500:
$8
case of 200:
$8
case of 100:
$20 case of 100:

$60
$90
$70
$ 70
$80
$16
$90
$ 25
$80
$40

$ 10

$ 45

$99

of 3-D Photography Then & Now, in

STEREO
/
$22

a year from:

-

ry
u

NSA

Add $3 shipping per order.
Calif. residents add 73/4%sales tax.

\

National
stere(?sco~ic
Assoc~ation

Use the lightweight auto-exposure
camera to make:
36 Slide pairs
Close-ups at 3 distances
Lenticular Prints

PRICES:
New camera ......................$145
Your Nimslo modified .......... $63
Close-up attachments
6", 12", 30" dist's (ea) ...... $29
Illuminated cutter .................$18
Eveready case.....................$12
Teco 3-Viewer......................$87

Explore the World

S t i l l only

WITH THE TECO-NIMSLO
CAMERA AND 3-VIEWER

Use the Universal viewer to display:
Realist rollfilm
Nimslo/Nishika rolls
Mounted slide pairs

Ruesell Norton, PO Ex 1070, New Haven, Ct 06504-1070
US SHIPPING: $4 per order. Institutional Billing. (1991)

J

HASSLE-FREE 3-D

P.O. Box

MFD. BY:
TECHNICAL ENTERPRISES

Columbus

1401 Bonnie Doone
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
Tel. 714-644-9500

14801

OH 43214

WANTED:
Milwaukee
In 1950, one of television's classic science-fiction
adventures debuted-- SPRCE PRTROL. This forerunner of
STRR TREK centered around the voyages of the crew of a
United Planets space cruiser as it crossed the solar system
and beyond. Through a special licensing agreement with
U a d e Uilliams Ill, SPLIT INFINITIVE proudly ofhrs high
quality Realist-format reproductions of the full set of 24
Kodachrome Stori-View slides, packaged in a colorful
box, including a booklet and viewer. This i s one of the
scarcest media-related 3D slide sets. Six of the original
Stori-View SPRCE PRTROL cards recently sold for $350 at
a Hakes auction. Here's your chance to acquire a complete
set for the introductory price of $49.95, plus $5 postage
and handling. RII duplication i s done on cr Honeywell 805
Repronar. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Rllow
4 6 weeks for delivery.

SPLIT INFINITIV€, PO BOX 2324, BR(M€RTON, UIR 98310,

Stereoviews
Glass Slides
Real Photo PC's
Cary Sternick
11318 Ericston Dr.
Houston, TX 77070
(713) 351-9806 (W)
(713) 320-0277 (H)
".

.
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Documentation of industrial technology was a significantpart of 19th century stereography, both in major cities and rural areas. C.S. Peck of Zumbrota, M N made this sharply
detailed view of a mill interior with no title or caption on the card. Was it a custom view
for the mill owner? A mistake? A view distributed in a local area where the mill was well
known? While the machinery so carefwlly recorded here was far from something that
would have been exhibited at a world's fair, it was obviously important enough to those
connected with it to inspire this stereoview that eventually found its way into our
"Unknowns" column on page 12.

